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Zelensky to make Brussels his first foreign trip, after visiting frontline in Luhansk region
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – President Volodymyr Zelensky is making
Brussels the destination of his first foreign trip on June 4-5
to visit European Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) institutions.
Meetings are planned with European Council President
Donald Tusk, European Commission President Jean-Claude
Juncker and NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg.
Mr. Zelensky will “inform EU and NATO partners about
the security situation in eastern Ukraine, discuss ways to
activate international efforts to end the war in the Donbas
and exchange opinions with institutional leaders of the EU
and NATO regarding continuing key reforms in Ukraine,”
says a statement on the presidential website.
Separately, the EU announced that the next EU-Ukraine
summit will take place in Kyiv in July. The 28-member political and economic bloc is Ukraine’s largest trading partner,
with total turnover in goods and services between the two
entities amounting to more than $49 billion (U.S.) last year.
Ukrainians also enjoy visa-free travel to most EU countries.
This week, Mr. Zelensky visited the war zone in Luhansk
for the first time as president. The political newcomer had
given numerous entertainment performances for soldiers
in the Donbas with his comedy troupe since the RussoUkrainian war started February 2014.
His visit took place on May 27 in the frontline towns of
Shchastya and Stanytsia Luhanska, the latter of which is
(Continued on page 15)

Russia refuses to obey
U.N. tribunal order to free
24 Ukrainian servicemen
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – A Moscow court on May 27 denied an
appeal by eight Ukrainian navy crewmen to be freed
despite a United Nations tribunal ruling two days earlier that ordered Russia to free 24 Ukrainian seamen
who have been detained for six months.
Moscow will not abide by the ruling, Kremlin
spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told Russian media.
A majority of 19 to 1 judges of the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea in Hamburg ordered
Russia to “immediately” release the 24 Ukrainian servicemen who were taken captive aboard three ships in
shared waters of the Black Sea on November 25, 2018.
Twenty-two of the prisoners are navy personnel and
two are Security Service officers. The tribunal also said
Moscow must return the three impounded vessels.
Russian judge Roman Kolodkin was the lone
opposing vote in four decisions of the U.N. tribunal,
according to the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection
Group. Moscow has charged the seamen with “aggravated illegal crossing of the state border of the Russian
Federation.” If found guilty, all 24 face a maximum
sentence of six years in prison.
Kyiv says they were illegally taken prisoner. No
Kremlin representative attended the tribunal hearings
in Germany.
(Continued on page 10)
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On May 27, Volodymyr Zelensky visited the Donbas war zone in Luhansk Oblast for the first time as president.

Canadians adopt wait-and-see approach
to Zelensky administration in Ukraine
by Christopher Guly
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly
OTTAWA – Volodymyr Zelensky’s bold
decision to dissolve the Verkhovna Rada
and push the parliamentary election ahead
from October to July a day after he was
sworn in as Ukraine’s sixth president could
have been lifted off the script from “Servant
of the People,” the popular Ukrainian comedy series that made the current head of
state a television star.
While taking a wait-and-see approach,
Canadian government and Ukrainian community officials don’t expect the 41-year-old
erstwhile actor and current populist politician to upend the Ukraine-Canada relationship as he did with Ukraine’s political establishment on TV, based on their initial contact with the newly minted president.
“In terms of the direction that the president and his new administration want to
take, we look forward to hearing their
vision so that Canada can evolve its support based on their needs,” said Canadian
Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan, who represented the Canadian government at Mr.
Zelensky’s presidential inauguration on
(Continued on page 12)

Stéphanie Labossière, Joint Task Force-Ukraine (C) 2019 DND-MDN Canada

Canadian Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan (right) and Canadian
Ambassador to Ukraine Roman Waschuk walk toward the Mariyinsky
Palace, where heads of foreign delegations and ambassadors were
hosted at a reception.
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Ukraine’s new Presidential Administration
is filled with show business friends
by Vladimir Socor
Eurasia Daily Monitor
Ukraine’s elder statesman Volodymyr
Horbulin cautioned Volodymyr Zelensky
ahead of his inauguration that he should
not fill the senior presidential staff and top
national security posts with his personal
friends and business associates. Ukraine’s
previous presidents repeatedly made that
mistake, privileging personal loyalties at
the expense of professionalism, Mr.
Horbulin noted in a widely-circulated essay
(Fakty, May 16).
Inaugurated on May 20, Mr. Zelensky dissolved the Verkhovna Rada on the same day
and called parliamentary elections for July
21. The Cabinet of Ministers will operate in
a caretaker capacity, with limited powers,
for the next few months. On May 21 and 22,
President Zelensky issued a series of
decrees appointing top officials of the
Presidential Administration (the president’s
senior staff) as well as his first top-level
national security appointments (Ukrinform,
Ukraiynska Pravda, May 21, 22).
Mr. Zelensky has appointed Ivan Bakanov
as acting chief of the Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU). Mr. Bakanov, a childhood
friend of the new president from their birthplace, Kryvyi Rih, is also Mr. Zelensky’s business partner in several TV entertainment
companies, offshoots of the Zelenskycentered Studio Kvartal-95. In December
2017, Mr. Bakanov was chosen as leader of
the Servant of the People political party,
named after Mr. Zelensky’s most successful
television comedy (in which he plays a history teacher elected Ukrainian president).
Mr. Bakanov went on to head Mr. Zelensky’s
presidential election campaign staff. The
Servant of the People party will obviously
choose another leader as it enters the parliamentary elections campaign.
Under the Constitution, the president’s
appointment of the SBU chief requires parliamentary approval. But the Parliament
has just been dissolved, and it would in any
case have rejected this appointment on its
merits. Mr. Zelensky has therefore appointed Mr. Bakanov as the SBU’s acting chief,
which does not require parliamentary
approval. He may hope to have Mr. Bakanov
approved by the new Parliament, but this is
far from certain, given the discrepancy
between the position and the appointee.
This choice leaves the country’s top counter-intelligence agency, in effect, without a
competent leader, even without a statutory
leader, and undoubtedly with damage to
staff morale at a time of military and political confrontation with Russia (Liga.net,
Ukraiynska Pravda, May 22).
Concurrently, Mr. Zelensky has decided
to appoint Oleksandr Danyliuk as secretary
of the National Security and Defense
Council (NSDC). This is far removed from
Mr. Danyliuk’s line of work. A free-market
economist and private investment manager, Mr. Danyliuk strove for radical economic
reforms while serving in the Presidential
Administration of Petro Poroshenko and in
Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman’s government. He was dismissed as finance minister in 2018 and joined the Zelensky project. Many among Ukraine’s Western friends
hoped to see Mr. Danyliuk return to economic policy-making. His appointment to
the NSDC would, however, remove Mr.
Danyliuk from that sphere, without necessarily adding value to the management of
national security and defense.

Mr. Zelensky has appointed Andriy
Bohdan as the new head of the Presidential
Administration. Mr. Bohdan claims credit
for having conceived the political project of
the Zelensky presidential candidacy and
promoting it through Mr. Zelensky’s show
on the television channel owned by oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky. Mr. Bohdan has
worked from 2014 to date as Mr.
Kolomoisky’s attorney, litigating for him
against the Ukrainian state over the nationalization of PrivatBank (Ukraine’s largest
bank, co-owned by Mr. Kolomoisky and
Hennadiy Boholiubov, found to have been
defrauded and insolvent in 2016). During
the months leading up to the presidential
election campaign, Mr. Bohdan chaperoned
Mr. Zelensky on 13 visits to the self-exiled
Mr. Kolomoisky in Israel and Switzerland.
The Zelensky campaign’s anti-oligarchic
message required that those visits remain
confidential, until Radio Liberty broke the
story on them (see Eurasia Daily Monitor,
April 23).
Mr. Bohdan had previously worked as
“plenipotentiary for anti-corruption policy,”
with a deputy minister’s rank, in thenPrime Minister Mykola Azarov’s Cabinet of
Ministers, from 2010 to 2014, until the
Euro-Maidan revolution toppled that egregiously corrupt government. Under the lustration process that followed, Mr. Bohdan
was banned from holding government
posts until 2024. Appointed nevertheless
as head of Mr. Zelensky’s Presidential
Administration, Mr. Bohdan has suspended
his legal practice for the duration of this
appointment (Liga.net, Kyiv Post, May 21).
Mr. Zelensky has appointed Serhiy
Trofymov as first deputy head of the
Presidential Administration. Mr. Trofymov
has worked until now as executive producer of the Kvartal-95 Studio, the production
company of Mr. Zelensky’s televised comedy shows.
Also appointed are four Presidential
Administration deputy heads. Of these, Yuri
Kostiuk has been a leading script writer for
the Kvartal-95 Studio and Mr. Zelensky’s
“Servant of the People” comedy series. Mr.
Kostiuk handled political advertising for the
Zelensky presidential campaign. Kyryllo
Tymoshenko, now also deputy head of Mr.
Zelensky’s administration, owns the Good
Media agency, which had produced political
ads and promotional films for Mr.
Kolomoisky and his allies and recently
worked for Mr. Zelensky’s presidential campaign. The third deputy head, Ruslan
Ryaboshapka, was a mid-level official of the
Ministry of Justice from 2001 to 2010, afterwards in then-Prime Minister Azarov’s
Cabinet of Ministers in 2010-2013, with
Transparency International (2013-2014),
and finally with the National Agency for
Prevention of Corruption (2016-2017)
(Ukrinform, Ukraiynska Pravda, May 21, 22).
Fourth in the sequence of these appointments, the diplomat Vadym Prystayko, hitherto Ukraine’s representative to the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), will
become a deputy head of the Presidential
Administration. This appointment may perhaps slightly mitigate the criticism that has
already erupted over President Zelensky’s
personnel policy. It is, however, a last-minute lurch. This post had been offered to
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Olena
Zerkal on the previous day, but she declined
the offer (Ukrinform, Liga.net, May 21, 22).
(Continued on page 10)

Saakashvili hails ‘courageous’ Zelensky
Mikheil Saakashvili, the former Georgian
president who served as governor of
Ukraine’s Odesa region in 2015-2016, has
welcomed the restoration of his Ukrainian
citizenship by President Volodymyr
Zelensky as a “courageous step by a courageous and worthy president.” Mr. Saakashvili
made the remark in an interview with RFE/
RL’s Ukrainian Service on May 28 after Mr.
Zelensky signed a decree that annulled a
decree by his predecessor, Petro
Poroshenko, which deprived Mr. Saakashvili
of his citizenship. Speaking via Skype from
Poland, Mr. Saakashvili told RFE/RL that Mr.
Poroshenko’s decision to strip him of
Ukrainian citizenship was a “cowardly step
by an unworthy president.” He said he was
grateful to Ukrainians who have supported
him, and that he was “certain there are many
people in Ukraine who would not like to see
me [back] in Ukraine.” He said Mr. Zelensky’s
decision to “very quickly” restore his
Ukrainian citizenship shows “his character.”
Mr. Saakashvili’s spokeswoman Tanya
Bahranovska told RFE/RL that he plans to
return to Kyiv on the afternoon of May 29 on
a flight from Warsaw. Mr. Saakashvili was
granted Ukrainian citizenship and appointed
to the Odesa governor’s post in 2015 by Mr.
Poroshenko, an acquaintance from their student days. Authorities in Tbilisi stripped Mr.
Saakashvili of his Georgian citizenship in
December 2015 on grounds that Georgia
does not allow dual citizenship. Then, when
relations between Messrs. Poroshenko and
Saakashvili had soured over corruption allegations and reform efforts, the then-president fired Mr. Saakashvili from the Odesa
governor’s post in November 2016. Mr.
Poroshenko issued the decree that stripped
Mr. Saakashvili of his Ukrainian citizenship
In July 2017 after Mr. Saakashvili created an
opposition party called the Movement of
New Forces. In February 2018, Mr.
Saakashvili was detained in Kyiv, taken to the
airport, and flown to Poland. Days later,
Ukraine’s border service banned Mr.
Saakashvili from entering Ukraine until
February 13, 2021. “I want to emphasize
again that I have no personal professional
ambitions,” Saakashvili told RFE/RL on May
28, adding that what was of “utmost importance” to him is that “Ukraine be successful.”
He added, “So, I’m returning home [to Kyiv]
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and then we’ll see. I’ll consult. I’ll be talking
to people.” Mr. Saakashvili said, “We cannot
let this third chance pass us by,” explaining
that Ukraine had a chance to carry out successful reforms after its Orange Revolution
in 2004 and again after the Maidan protests
that pushed Ukraine’s pro-Russia President
Viktor Yanukovych from power in 2014. He
described Ukraine’s “third chance” as “a
peaceful electoral revolution.” However, he
did not clarify whether an “electoral revolution” referred to Mr. Zelensky’s presidential
election victory in April, early parliamentary
elections scheduled in July following Mr.
Zelensky’s May 21 decree that dissolved
Parliament, or both.  In Georgia, Mr.
Saakashvili was swept into power after helping lead the peaceful Rose Revolution protests there in 2003, when he was mayor of
Tbilisi. But his party was dislodged from
power by an opposition force in 2012 parliamentary elections and his term as president
expired in 2013. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian
Service, with reporting by RFE/RL correspondent Christopher Miller in Kyiv)

Zelensky visits Ukraine’s frontline

Donning a bulletproof helmet and vest
over business attire, Volodymyr Zelensky
made his first visit as president and
supreme commander-in-chief to the frontline of the war in eastern Ukraine with
Russia-backed militants that has killed
13,000 people and shows no sign of ending.
During the May 27 visit, which was not
announced ahead of time, Mr. Zelensky met
with Ukrainian troops in the war-torn
towns of Stanytsia Luhanska and Shchastia
in the Luhansk region, according to the
presidential press service. The press service said the newly elected head of state
made the trip to get acquainted with the
positions of the Ukrainian military.
President Zelensky also spoke with soldiers
about living conditions, food quality, equipment, housing, social benefits and staffing
of units, the press service added. “The conditions for the military that defends
Ukraine must be good,” Mr. Zelensky was
quoted as saying. Official photographs
showed Mr. Zelensky, who donned slacks
and a blue-collared shirt with the sleeves
rolled up, looking over a military map with
(Continued on page 14)
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In inaugural address, hints about Zelensky’s policies at home and abroad
by Maryna Vorotnyuk
Eurasia Daily Monitor
Volodymyr Zelensky was sworn in as
Ukraine’s next president on May 20. The
popular comedian won a landslide victory
over the incumbent, Petro Poroshenko, by
accumulating a critical mass of protest votes
across the country. In his inaugural address,
Mr. Zelensky disbanded the Verkhovna
Rada, called on members of the government
to free their positions “for somebody who
will care about future generations and not
just about the next elections,” and asked the
legislature to use the last two months before
the early elections to adopt a new Electoral
Code. This much-awaited legislative package would introduce a system of electoral
open party lists, define criminal liability for
illegal enrichment and abolish the immunity
currently enjoyed by members of
Parliament (Radio Svoboda, May 20).
Conducted amidst heightened political
tensions, the inauguration was followed
with keen attention by Ukrainians and outside observers. During the campaign, Mr.
Zelensky shied away from articulating a
vision for his future policies, arguably
because of his self-admitted unpreparedness regarding many issues and as part of a
strategy to instead focus on popular dissatisfaction with the previous administration

FOR THE RECORD

(see Eurasia Daily Monitor, February 11;
BNE IntelliNews, May 8). Thus, his inauguration speech was expected to fill in this
discursive vacuum and to serve as a barometer signaling the direction of potential policy changes.
Mr. Zelensky’s campaign underscored a
struggle against Ukraine’s “internal foe” –
what he labeled as the dysfunctional and
corrupt regime. His stance on the external
enemy – Russia – and the concrete steps he
was going to take vis-à-vis Russian aggression remained obscure (UAWire, March 22;
BNE IntelliNews, May 8). In his inauguration
speech on Monday, Mr. Zelensky made a few
noteworthy comments on these issues, but
his remarks still fell short of elaborating any
details. Speaking before the Rada, the newly
sworn-in president instead focused on reconciliation and the need to embrace the
diversity of Ukrainian society, declaring that
there are no “better” Ukrainians – no matter
whether they are from Uzhhorod or
Luhansk, Chernihiv or Symferopol. He also
repeated his oft-mentioned idea about the
need to win the hearts and minds of people
in Crimea and the Donbas since, in his opinion, the previous administration did not do
enough to cultivate their allegiance to
Ukraine (President.gov.ua, May 20).
This is not the first time that Mr.
Zelensky criticized Mr. Poroshenko and the

current political elites for conducting
nation-building in a divisive manner. Yet,
Mr. Zelensky’s stance on the language law
his predecessor enacted just before finishing his tenure was ambiguous. As president-elect, he denied a law was needed to
establish Ukrainian as the sole state language (see EDM, May 16). And on many
occasions, Mr. Zelensky implied that Mr.
Poroshenko’s approach toward the country’s Russian-speaking population was
exclusionary and his identity politics hawkish. The incoming president criticized the
law subtly, suggesting that certain “incentives” or positive examples of Ukrainian
language use publicly would be more effective than punitive measures (The Ukrainian
Weekly, April 26).
In his inauguration speech, Ukraine’s
new head of state promised that achieving
a ceasefire in the Donbas would be his top
priority, and he asserted that he was ready
to engage in dialogue with the other side in
order to reach a resolution of the conflict –
though, importantly, not at the cost of losing territory. He expressed his willingness
to restart the conflict resolution process
and to stop the bloodshed: “We are not the
ones who have started this war. But we are
the ones who have to finish it. And we are
ready for dialogue. I believe that the perfect
first step in this dialogue will be the return

of all Ukrainian prisoners” (President.gov.
ua, May 20). Expert reactions to these pronouncements have differed: some viewed
this as a new chance for a Donbas settlement, while others saw it as dangerous
appeasement because Mr. Zelensky did not
mention Russia even once (Voice of
America, May 20).
Mr. Zelensky had long indicated that, as
president, he would rely on Ukraine’s traditional allies. And he and his team maintained that it is necessary not to merely talk
about the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization’s (NATO) military standards
but to actually implement them (see EDM,
May 1). In his speech, he opined that
Europe starts in the mind and is a way of
thinking. As widely expected, he paid tribute to Ukraine’s European and EuroAtlantic course, although mostly in passing.
And notably, what had become ritual references in the previous administration’s
remarks regarding Ukrainian aspirations to
join the European Union and NATO were
missing altogether in Mr. Zelensky’s
address (President.gov.ua, May 20).
That said, for many Ukrainians who
were apprehensive about Mr. Zelensky’s
seemingly nebulous views regarding the
Donbas, his inauguration speech contained
(Continued on page 12)

UWC: Referendum on peace deal President Zelensky addresses heads of foreign delegations
with Russia threatens
Ukraine’s sovereignty
The following statement was released by the Ukrainian
World Congress on May 26.
The Ukrainian World Congress (UWC) expresses deep concern over the prospect of holding an “advisory referendum”
regarding a peace deal with Russia as proposed by President
of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelensky on May 23.
Firstly, there is no legal basis in Ukraine for conducting an
“advisory referendum.” Secondly, holding such a referendum
while Russia wages a massive information warfare campaign
in Ukraine shall threaten the sovereignty of Ukraine. And
finally, it is obvious that the Ukrainian people want peace, and
there is no need for a referendum on the question.
The statement by President Volodomyr Zelensky can be read
at this link: https://www.president.gov.ua/news/mi-hochemopochuti-dumku-lyudej-shodo-mozhlivih-peregovoriv-55577.
The UWC considers it unacceptable to conduct a referendum that would force Ukraine’s hand in concluding negotiations with an aggressor state that, for over five years, has been
waging a war against Ukraine having occupied Crimea and
parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts. Every day Ukraine’s
brave soldiers put their lives on the line defending the independence and sovereignty of Ukraine.
“Ukrainians aspire for peace. However, a peace deal with
Moscow is only possible upon the condition of the return to
Ukraine of the occupied territories of Crimea and Donbas, and
the withdrawal of Russian forces from Ukrainian lands,” stated
UWC President Paul Grod. “The deoccupation of all Ukrainian
territories by Russia – this is the obligation of Ukrainian governing authorities, diplomats and military personnel in close cooperation with the international community. It is unacceptable to
transfer the responsibility of what such a deal should look like,
especially during a full scale Russian war of disinformation.”
As the Ukrainian nation has continued for the past five
years to combat Russian aggression in eastern Ukraine and
implement significant reforms along with its European and
Euro-Atlantic aspirations, the president of Ukraine’s priority
must be to “guarantee the state sovereignty, territorial integrity of Ukraine, uphold the Constitution of Ukraine” and to further, using all means, the “realization of the strategic course of
the state to attain Ukraine’s full membership in the European
Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization” (Art. 102
Constitution of Ukraine).

Rick Perry/Twitter

President Volodymyr Zelensky and First Lady Olena Zelenska with U.S. Secretary of Energy Rick Perry and
the U.S. delegation attending the inauguration, which included U.S. Special Representative for Ukraine
Negotiations Kurt Volker, U.S. Ambassador to the European Union Gordon D. Sondland, the National Security
Council’s Director for European Affairs Alexander Vindman and Deputy Chief of Mission for the U.S. Embassy
in Ukraine Joseph Pennington.
Following is the opening address by President
Volodymyr Zelensky on May 20 at the reception for heads
of foreign delegations attending his inauguration.
We are glad to welcome you on the Ukrainian land!
Ukrainians are a very hospitable people. From time eternal we have always welcomed guests having good intentions with a sincere heart and open arms.
Today, I have a lot of emotions, but there are two most
vivid ones.
The first one is gratitude. I am grateful first of all for
the fact that you were able to come to Kyiv on such a
short notice. I am grateful to all international partners for
helping Ukraine conduct fair democratic elections.
I am glad that together we have proved that Ukraine is
a democratic state. Thank you for the assistance you have

been providing us all these years: in combating corruption, in vitally important reforms, in supporting the economy and, most importantly, in the fight against Russian
military aggression in the east of Ukraine and Crimea.
My second emotion is hope. Hope that due to our joint
efforts, peace will come as soon as possible to Ukraine.
Hope that our cooperation will be continued, even more
so – will be even closer and more productive. We hope
that the number of our international partners will grow
and people in every corner of the earth will know: one
can deal with Ukraine – it is a good partner.
I will try to do everything for the European family and
the large world family to consider Ukraine not as an annoying distant relative who disappoints everyone, but as a reliable sister everyone will be proud of! And for “Glory to
Ukraine!” to be heard not only here, but also around world!
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Ukraine’s Marine commandant visits the U.S.
by Eugene Z. Stakhiv
WASHINGTON – Lt. Gen. Yuriy Sodol, commandant of the Ukrainian Marine Infantry,
and his small staff came to visit his
American counterpart, Gen. Robert B. Neller,
commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps
(USMC) at the Pentagon on May 13.
Thereafter, he embarked on a three-day tour
of Marine bases at Quantico (Virginia),
Camp Lejeune (North Carolina) and Parris
Island (South Carolina) to discuss training
methods and expanded security cooperation activities, such as Operation Sea Breeze.
The visit allowed the partner nation military leaders to better understand each other’s capabilities and prepare for potential
future interoperability and cooperative
training programs.
Lt. Gen. Sodol’s primary purpose for the
visit with the USMC was to seek support for
improved training with USMC mentors/
trainers to improve battalion and brigadelevel staff training in operations, planning,
intelligence, communication and logistics in
accordance with NATO standards. Lt. Gen.
Sodol was also interested in developing the
Ukrainian Marine Corps Professional
Military Education (PME) system along
USMC lines – to include a progression for
Ukrainian Marine Corps officers through a
Basic School, Expeditionary Warfare
School, and Command and Staff College.
Lt. Gen. Sodol also requested participation
of his marine forces in international exercises
and peacekeeping operations with the USMC
and other NATO militaries. Additionally, Lt.
Gen. Sodol requested increased USMC and
U.S. Navy participation in annual amphibious
Sea Breeze exercises in the Black Sea, assistance in the development of information
assurance/cyberdefense capabilities, and
greater information sharing on regional
security issues and threats.
After visiting Parris Island Marine base
on May 16, Lt. Gen. Sodol ended his oneweek tour with a session on May 17 at the
Jamestown Foundation, a Washington think
tank devoted to Eurasian policy analysis
and political developments. At that session,
Lt. Gen. Sodol laid out a list of priority operational equipment needs that would
improve his marines’ capabilities in more
effectively fighting off Russian forces in the
Donbas and the Azov Sea coastal sector.
Lt. Gen. Sodol addressed an influential

USMC staff

Lt. Gen. Yuriy Sodol, commandant of the Ukrainian Marine Infantry, with Gen.
Robert B. Neller, commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps.
group of individuals at the foundation,
including several former ambassadors
from the U.S., Georgia, Poland and Rumania,
as well as Nadia and Bob McConnell of the
U.S.-Ukraine Foundation. The U.S.-Ukraine
Foundation works closely with the Atlantic
Council and the Jamestown Foundation and
others deeply concerned with Ukraine’s
development and ability to counter Russian
aggression. The foundation is influential on
Capitol Hill and with the Executive Branch
through its Friends of Ukraine Network
(FOUN) made up of former U.S. ambassadors to Ukraine and Ukraine experts across
a broad spectrum of substantive areas.
At the Jamestown meeting, Lt. Gen. Sodol
discussed the many difficulties of fighting a
hybrid war, as well as recent successes in
thwarting various Russian offensives. He
noted that, with the increased professionalization of his forces, better equipment and
greater tactical and strategic experience,
his forces were much more effective in
combating the hybrid tactics of the
Russians; he was confident that Ukraine’s
armed forces were turning the tide.
He did lay out a set of equipment priorities that reflected the particular nature of
the type of hybrid warfare that Ukraine is

contending with, and which would significantly improve his force’s effectiveness.
Each type of warfare – whether in Iraq,
Syria, Yemen, the Congo or Afghanistan, is
determined by the geography and nature of
the conflict. Urban warfare vs. desert warfare; hybrid guerrilla tactics vs. conventional combat. Lt. Gen. Sodol’s observations and
priorities are based on very practical considerations and experience that are unique
to this conflict.
The appropriated U.S. funding for
Ukraine’s military and humanitarian assistance for Fiscal Year 2019 is $300 million,
which falls under the Ukraine Freedom
Support Act of 2014. A number of years ago
the U.S.-Ukraine Foundation formed task
forces within the FOUN, including the
National Security Task Force chaired by
Ambassador John Herbst and the Economic
Security Task Force chaired by Ambassador
Roman Popadiuk. These and the other task
forces develop and advance clear policy
recommendations to the U.S. government
including, for example, military equipment
needed by Ukraine’s armed forces and the
types of specific sanctions needed to
address Russian aggression.
As an example of the efforts of the FOUN,

“So far in contacts we had earlier this
year, the Russians made clear that they did
not see an opportunity for productive discussions during the course of the presidential campaign” in Ukraine, Mr. Volker said.
With Ukraine now preparing for early
parliamentary elections in July, Mr. Volker
said it remains unclear whether progress
can be made yet in talks with Russia.
“We will have to see how it stands now,
during the course of this parliamentary
campaign, and when an appropriate time
would be to meet [with Russian officials]
and follow up,” the special envoy said.
“We want to make sure that we are putting on the table all of the issues about
Minsk implementation, starting with a
ceasefire, withdrawal of foreign forces, the
disarming of illegal armed groups and creating a situation of security in Donbas so
that additional political steps that are also
part of Minsk can be taken,” he added.
“These include amnesty for people who
have committed crimes as part of the conflict, implementing a special status for the
region under Ukraine’s constitution, holding elections, and – of course, eventually –
the peaceful reintegration of this territory

with the rest of Ukraine,” Mr. Volker said.
“Those are the topics to discuss.”

there are several congressional resolutions
and proposed bills pending in the Senate
that emerged immediately after the Kerch
Strait incident of November 25, 2018.
Several Ukrainian naval vessels were intercepted by the Russian navy, and 24
Ukrainian sailors were illegally detained in
violation of international maritime laws
governing free passage of ships through
straits. To this day, the 24 sailors are being
held in prison in Moscow, and the Russians
refuse to accord them official prisoner-ofwar status that the United Nations has
demanded.
The House of Representatives submitted
a resolution on February 8 (H. Res. 116)
calling for a prompt multinational freedom
of navigation operation in the Black Sea
and urging the cancellation of the Nord
Stream 2 pipeline. It also “urges the
President, through the Departments of
State and Defense, to provide additional
security assistance to Ukraine, especially to
strengthen Ukraine’s maritime capabilities,
in order to improve deterrence and defense
against further Russian aggression.
A similar resolution was passed in the
Senate on January 24 (S. Res. 27). In addition, a bill was introduced in the Senate (S.
482) on February 13 by Sens. Lindsey
Graham (R-S.C.), Robert Menendez (D-N.J.),
Cory Gardner (R-Colo.), Ben Cardin (D-Md.)
and Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.), directing the
president to “publicly call for the
Government of the Russian Federation to
return Crimea to the control of the
Government of Ukraine, end its support for
Russian-led forces violence in eastern
Ukraine…” The Senate bill also calls on the
Russian Federation to “immediately release
the Ukrainian sailors that were detained
following an attack by Russian forces on
Ukrainian vessels in the Kerch Strait; and
abide by its commitments to freedom of
navigation in international waters and
allow for passage of Ukrainian vessels
through the strait…”
Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in
the United States under the leadership of
one of its senior fraternities, the
Chornomortsi, undertook a campaign of
letter writing to support the 24 imprisoned
sailors, and wrote to members of the
Ukraine caucuses in both the House of
Representatives and the Senate to pass the
resolutions and pending legislation.

U.S. envoy calls Russian activities in eastern Ukraine an ‘occupation’
RFE/RL

The U.S. special envoy on Ukraine has
called Russian activity in eastern Ukraine
an “occupation” and has called on Moscow
to start implementing its obligations under
the 2015 Minsk accords – the international
agreement aimed at ending the conflict in
eastern Ukraine between Ukrainian government forces and Russia-backed separatists.
U.S. State Department Special
Representative Kurt Volker made the
remarks on May 28 while speaking to journalists about the prospects for Ukraine’s
future under newly elected President
Volodymyr Zelensky.
“Russia has a lot that it needs to do to
implement the Minsk agreements,”
Ambassador Volker told journalists via a
video link from Washington. “Ukraine also
has its responsibilities.”
The U.S. envoy said the United States
now needs to see “where we stand and
whether we can make progress” in talks
with Russia following the April 21
Ukrainian presidential runoff vote that
brought Mr. Zelensky to power.

‘Provocative step’

Ambassador Volker criticized a decree
issued in April by Russian President
Vladimir Putin that aims to simplify the
procedure to obtain Russian citizenship for
people living in parts of eastern Ukraine
held by Russia-backed separatists.
“That is a very provocative step for
Russia to take to go forward and say: ‘We
will give Russian passports to the citizens
of another country,’ ” Mr. Volker said.
“That being said, I don’t think Ukrainians
are going to be rushing to take up these
passports,” he added. “They are suffering a
lot under Russia’s occupation in Donbas as
it is. And we also will be looking at whether
we are in a position to identify and not recognize those passports – as we do in the
case of passports issued in Crimea already.”
Mr. Volker has previously called Russia’s
takeover of Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula
“an illegal occupation” and “an illegal seizure of territory,” saying Washington stands
behind Ukraine “in insisting that its territorial integrity be restored.”

Mr. Volker also criticized Moscow’s defiance of a United Nations maritime court
ruling that Russia must immediately
release 24 Ukrainian sailors who were
seized by Russia’s military in November
2018 near the Kerch Strait bridge that connects Russia to Ukraine’s Russian-occupied
Crimean Peninsula.
Sailors ‘attacked illegally’

He rejected Russia’s claim that the
Ukrainian Navy ships were in Russian territorial waters when Russian forces attacked
them off the coast of Crimea and detained
the Ukrainian sailors.
“There is no legal reason for Russia to
continue to hold these sailors,” Mr. Volker
said. “They were attacked illegally in international waters. They were taken illegally to
Russia. They should be treated as members
of a foreign government’s military forces.
There is no basis to hold them inside Russia.”
“We do urge their immediate release,” he
said. “The courts have also ruled in that
direction. Russia has made clear it has no
intention of doing that.”
(Continued on page 6)
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UNA CELEBRATES 125 YEARS: Snapshots from history, 1966, 1973

Back in the 1960s and 1970s, the Ukrainian National
Association held national bowling tournaments. The
first of these very popular events was held on April
29-30, 1966, in Aliquippa, Pa., at Sheffield Lanes.
The tournament was organized by the UNA Sports
Committee; its host was UNA Branch 120, the St.
Nicholas Society. In the photo on the left, UNA
Supreme President Joseph Lesawyer rolls the first
ball of the tourney. Looking on (from left) are: Andrew
Lysenko of UNA Branch 120, and UNA Supreme
Advisors Helen Olek, William Hussar and Andrew Jula.

For the record, 30 teams competed at that first tournament, and the men’s and women’s teams from Chicago
won the top trophies and cash prizes.
The photo on the right is from the awards banquet following the eighth UNA National Bowling Tournament,
held at Fair Oaks Lanes in Fair Oaks, Pa., on May
25-26, 1973. The banquet took place in the club rooms
of UNA Branch 120 in Aliquippa. In the photo (from left)
are: Joseph Nadzak, tourney co-chair and president
of UNA Branch 161, which hosted the tournament;
Joseph P. Walko, district attorney of Beaver County

and judge-elect; UNA Supreme President Lesawyer,
who was the main speaker at the banquet; Mayor
Walter Panek of Ambridge; Stanley Prokopovich, tourney co-chair and treasurer of UNA Branch 161; and
Andrew Jula, UNA supreme advisor and Branch 161
financial secretary.
A photo archive of UNA history has been launched on the
UNA website. It is a work in progress that will be expanded
and refined. To take a look, go to unainc.org/una/the-unais-125-years-old/.

New Haven Easter egg hunt
attracts children

NEW HAVEN, Conn. – Children 13 and younger participated in the 16th annual
Easter Egg Hunt on April 21 on the rectory lawn of St. Michael Ukrainian Catholic
Church. The annual event, sponsored by UNA Branch 414, invited children to create Easter cards for parish shut-ins, craftwork, games and the hunt for Easter eggs
and candy hidden on the lawn. The top winners in three categories received a large
chocolate bunny. Each participant received a bag filled with candy and gifts prepared
by the UNA branch.
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The Ukrainian Weekly
Release Ukraine’s servicemen
On May 25, the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), which is
based in Hamburg, Germany, issued its ruling on the case filed by Ukraine against
Russia in the matter of the Ukrainian servicemen and ships seized near the Kerch
Strait on November 25, 2018. By a vote of 19 to 1, the court ruled: 1) “The Russian
Federation shall immediately release the Ukrainian naval vessels Berdyansk,
Nikopol and Yani Kapu, and return them to the custody of Ukraine” and 2) “The
Russian Federation shall immediately release the 24 detained Ukrainian servicemen
and allow them to return to Ukraine.” The lone judge voting against the ruling was
Russian. The bad news is that, though the maritime court’s decisions are legally
binding, there is no enforcement mechanism.
As reported by our Kyiv correspondent, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Olena
Zerkal had cogently argued at the maritime court that Moscow violated the U.N.
Convention on the Law of the Sea when its naval forces detained the 22 Ukrainian
sailors and two Security Service officers who were aboard the three vessels en route
to Mariupol from Odesa.
Russia did not participate in the proceedings before the tribunal. The Kremlin,
you see, maintains that the ships were in Russian territorial waters. The strait lies
between the Russian mainland and Russian-occupied Crimea, over which Russia
constructed the Kerch Bridge. Since its takeover of Crimea and invasion of the
Donbas, Russia has been restricting shipping and harassing vessels in the shared
waters of the Azov and Black seas that are recognized as such by bilateral and international treaties.
Ukraine’s new president, Volodymyr Zelensky, reacted to the ITLOS ruling by noting that Russia’s implementation of the court’s order could be “a first signal of…
willingness to stop the conflict with Ukraine. By returning the servicemen and vessels, Mr. Zelensky said Russia can “make the first step towards unblocking the negotiations and resolving the problems it created in a civilized way.” He added: “We’ll
see what will be the choice of the Kremlin. Still, we are looking forward to welcome
our men back at home!”
The answer from Russia came soon enough. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov
said Russia rejects the ruling and would continue to “consistently defend its point of
view” that the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea does not apply in this case.
Moreover, on May 27, a Moscow court upheld a decision to extend the pretrial
detention of the 24 Ukrainian servicemen until July. The men face trial on preposterous charges of “aggravated illegal crossing of the state border of the Russian
Federation.”
We remind our readers that there are now 115 citizens of Ukraine who are political prisoners in Russia and on the Russian-occupied Crimean peninsula of Ukraine.
On May 30, according to the Official Website of Ukraine’s President, Mr. Zelensky
met with relatives and friends of the Ukrainians held captive by Russian authorities
and informed them that he’d held meetings with Commissioner of the Verkhovna
Rada for Human Rights Lyudmyla Denisova, Chief of the General Staff Ruslan
Khomchak and former representatives of Ukraine in the Trilateral Contact Group in
order to become acquainted with the issues involved in obtaining the prisoners’
freedom. The president emphasized the importance of cooperation between the
authorities, relatives of prisoners of war and representatives of the public: “We need
a consolidated position and coordination of efforts of all human rights activists, representatives of civic organizations, volunteers for the return of our captives.”
Coordination – and escalation – of efforts is certainly needed to secure the
release of Ukraine’s seamen and all political prisoners held by Russia. At the same
time, in the wake of the ITLOS ruling, the world must hear Ukraine’s SOS: Save our
servicemen. And the international community should increase sanctions against
Russia in response to yet another egregious violation of international law.

June

Turning the pages back...

2

Last year, on June 1-3, 2018, a worldwide campaign to call for
the release of Ukrainian filmmaker Oleh Sentsov from a Russian
penal colony located above the Arctic Circle was held across at
least three continents in over three-dozen cities. The rallies were
timed to precede the beginning of the quadrennial World Cup
soccer tournament, hosted that year by Russia. (The month-long
tournament began on June 14.)
Led by a coalition of advocacy groups like Let My People Go and Save Oleg Sentsov,
thousands took to the streets to draw attention to the plight of the 41-year-old Crimea
native who opposed Russia’s annexation of Crimea and continues to serve a 20-year prison sentence on what human rights groups said were trumped-up charges of terrorism. Mr.
Sentsov is among nearly 70 other Ukrainian political prisoners held by Russia. He is considered a prisoner of conscience by Amnesty International and Russia’s Memorial organization.
At the time, he was on a hunger strike that lasted 145 days and ultimately ended due to
his deteriorating health and the threat of force-feeding. Mr. Sentsov had been arrested in
May 2014 and convicted in Rostov-on-Don, Russia, in August 2015.
The PEN America organization sent a letter on June 1 to President Vladimir Putin calling for the “immediate and unconditional release” of Mr. Sentsov and asserted that he was
“wrongfully imprisoned.”
Harlem Desir, chief for freedom of media for the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, on June 4 urged Russian Foreign Affairs Minister Sergey Lavrov to
re-examine Mr. Sentsov’s case. “I call on the Russian authorities to review Sentsov’s case

2018

(Continued on page 17)
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Kyiv will seek to have Kerch Strait
declared an international waterway
by Paul Goble
Following its victory at the United
Nations arbitration court that ruled Russia
must release the 24 Ukrainian servicemen
it illegally seized and still holds, the
Ukrainian government has announced that
it will seek to gain worldwide recognition
of the fact that the Kerch Strait is in an
international waterway and not the internal waters of Russia as Moscow insists.
Olena Zerkal, Ukraine’s deputy minister
of foreign affairs, said that such a step
would eliminate the legal uncertainties
which arose after Russia illegally annexed
Crimea in 2014 and that Kyiv would take it
even though Russian officials have already
indicated that they will oppose any change
(ru.krymr.com/a/mejdunarodnyi-statuskerchenskogo-proliva-rossiya-ukraina/
29968697.html).
Katerina Zelenko, a spokesperson for the
Ukrainian foreign affairs minister, says that
“Ukraine has always insisted [on such a status] while Russia in denying it has some-

times acted as if the straits were an international waterway and sometimes not. This
creates confusion, and Ukraine wants to do
what it can to end it.”
She added that, in her view, “international status for the Kerch Straits does not
contradict the 2003 agreement between
Russia and Ukraine on cooperation in the
use of the Sea of Azov. This agreement has
its own function,” but it supplements rather
than contradicts the U.N. Law of the Sea
Convention.
According to that agreement, Ms.
Zelenko continues, “the Sea of Azov and the
Kerch Strait are the internal waters of the
two states,” using the definitions established by the Law of the Sea. But subsequent events have changed the conditions
that obtained at that time, as have Russian
declarations and actions.
Not all Ukrainians agree with this proposal. Bohdan Yaremenko, head of the
Foreign Affairs Maidan Foundation, says he
(Continued on page 10)

Default urged by Kolomoisky would cost Kyiv
Western support, force it into Moscow’s embrace
by Paul Goble

Ukrainian oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky is
urging that Ukraine default on its foreign
debt as a way to kick start its economy, but
such a step, Mykola Bielieskov says, would
cost Kyiv the support it enjoys in the West
and almost certainly force it to accept
Moscow’s conditions.
In a comment for the Gordon news agency, the deputy director of the Kyiv Institute
of World Politics argues default might benefit Mr. Kolomoisky but would be a disaster
for Ukraine (gordonua.com/blogs/nikolaybeleskov/v-sluchae-defolta-my-possorimsya-s-zapadnymi-partnerami-togda-vozPaul Goble is a long-time specialist on
ethnic and religious questions in Eurasia
who has served in various capacities in the
U.S. State Department, the Central
Intelligence Agency and the International
Broadcasting Bureau, as well as at the Voice
of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty and the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. The article above is
reprinted with permission from his blog
called “Window on Eurasia” (http://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/).

U.S. envoy...
(Continued from page 4)
“That being said, there is no force that is
going to be applied to Russia to make them
follow the rule of law and make them follow this court decision,” Mr. Volker said.
“But it is our very clear position that they
need to release these sailors.”
NATO membership?

Asked whether Ukraine’s NATO membership bid could be revoked amid the ongoing
conflict in eastern Ukraine, the ambassador
said Washington continues to support
Kyiv’s aspirations to join the alliance.
“I think it provides the wrong message
to Russia that all it has to do is attack a
country and that country can no longer be
considered for NATO membership,” he said.

rastet-veroyatnost-chto-pridetsya-dogovarivatsya-s-rf-na-rossiyskih-usloviyah-995157.html).
Default would give Mr. Kolomoisky a better chance to get more than $2 billion (U.S.)
from the International Monetary Fund, but
while he might benefit, Ukraine would not,
Mr. Bielieskov says. “Debt in the West is
something holy,” and any failure to pay
what one owes as in the case of default
would lead to a break with the country’s
Western partners.
That would almost certainly force
Ukraine to turn to Moscow and make greater concessions to the Russians than would
otherwise be the case, and it would quite
likely lead to an economic crisis in Ukraine.
Those who point to cases when default led
to positive outcomes forget that the positive outcomes came not so much because of
default but from other causes.
Ukraine cannot count on them, Mr.
Bielieskov says; and so it should not be
misled by those who would profit for themselves at the expense of Ukraine and weaken the country, which continues to be
under attack from the Russian Federation.
Both economics and politics thus dictates
that default be rejected.

“We continue to support the commitment made in 2008 [at a NATO summit] in
Bucharest that Ukraine will one day be a
member of NATO,” he said, adding that he
hopes Ukraine will be ready to do so “when
NATO is again ready to look at further
enlargement.”
Mr. Volker said that, just as Washington
had worked closely with Ukraine’s previous president, Petro Poroshenko, the U.S.
administration intends “to work very closely with President Zelensky and his team on
furthering that same agenda of reform and
progress and development of Ukraine.”
Copyright 2019, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russiaoccupation-volker-Zelensky/29969431.html).
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FOR THE RECORD

Joint statement by civil society representatives
on the first political steps of President Zelensky
The following joint statement was
released on May 23 by the Ukraine Crisis
Media Center.
Over the past five years, we, the undersigned, members of civil society organizations, have been actively defending
Ukraine’s sovereignty and national interests
in global information space and counteracting the Russian information war. Each of our
organizations works in a specific field to
strengthen civil society and help build highquality state institutions open to ongoing
communication and dialogue with our citizens, responsible for reforming our country
and rendering it more stable and secure in
the face of strong threats and challenges.
Our principles and positions remain
unchanged. Our mission is to protect the
values that Ukrainians fought for during the
Revolution of Dignity – freedom and dignity,
the independence of Ukraine and protection
of Ukrainian statehood, a democratic system of government, patriotism, courage,
responsibility and honesty as the fundamental qualities of all Ukrainian citizens.
We remain politically neutral, but are
deeply concerned about the first executive
decisions taken by the newly elected president. Unfortunately, they demonstrate a
complete lack of understanding of the
threats and challenges facing our country.
We strongly disagree with the president’s
intention to appoint members of former
President Viktor Yanukovych’s regime to
key government positions, a move that contradicts the principles of lustration, as well
as persons without relevant competencies
and individuals sharing business interests
with President Volodymyr Zelensky. Given
the pain and troubles that our country has
suffered in the past few years, such shortsighted measures are bound to have
adverse effects on society – and the consequences could be devastating.
As civil society activists, we present a list
of “red lines not to be crossed.” Should the
president cross these red lines, such
actions will inevitably lead to political
instability in our country and the deterioration of international relations.
Security Issues:
• Holding a referendum on the negotiations format to be used with the Russian
Federation and on the principles for a
peaceful settlement.
• Conducting separate negotiations –
without the participation of Ukraine’s
Western partners – with the Russian
Federation, members of the occupation
authorities and their armed groups and
gangs in the temporarily occupied territories of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts,
Crimea and Sevastopol.
• Fulfilling the ultimatum requirements
demanded by the aggressor state or achieving compromise with the Kremlin at the cost
of making concessions to the detriment of
national interests, national sovereignty, territorial integrity and order, and independent
domestic and foreign policies of Ukraine.
• Inhibiting the implementation of security and defense policies outlined in the
Strategic Defense Bulletin of Ukraine.
Foreign Policy Issues
• Delaying, sabotaging or rejecting the
strategic course for EU and NATO membership; reducing political dialogue and
destroying bilateral institutional mechanisms for cooperation with European and
Euro-Atlantic partners.
• Initiating any actions that might con-

tribute to the reduction or lifting of sanctions against the aggressor state by
Ukraine’s international partners.
• Attempting to review any actions
aimed at supporting international solidarity for Ukraine, restoring our territorial
integrity, guaranteeing security and protecting the rights of all persons that have
suffered from Russian aggression.
Economic Issues
• Extending preferential treatment to
oligarchs: in particular, facilitating the
return of nationalized PrivatBank to its former owners or ensuring “compensations”
to the same owners, as well as accommodating monopoly positions of financial and
industrial groups in the energy sector.
• Implementing policies against existing
agreements with the IMF and other foreign
partners that help promote Ukraine’s macroeconomic stability.
• Initiating major redistribution of
wealth in the interests of specific groups.
• Exerting pressure on regulators (AntiMonopoly Committee of Ukraine, National
Commission for State Regulation in Energy
and Utilities, National Television and Radio
Broadcasting Council) and using them in the
interests of political parties or groups, as
opposed to supporting reforms in order to
strengthen and increase their independence.
National Identity: Language,
Education, Culture
• Attempting to review the language law.
• Attempting to review the law on education.
• Attempting to review the law on decommunization and condemnation of totalitarian crimes of the past.
• Implementing any actions aimed at
undermining or discrediting the Orthodox
Church of Ukraine or supporting the
Russian Orthodox Church in Ukraine.
Media and Information Policy
• Using the media (in particular, TV
channel 1 + 1 and oligarch-controlled TV
channels) to promote the new government.
• Restoring Russian social networks and
Russian TV channels in Ukraine.
Government Functioning
• Eliminating electronic declarations for
public servants and the ProZorro public
procurement system.
• Launching politically motivated persecution of members of the previous government.
• Rehabilitating/encouraging the return
to politics of members of former President
Viktor Yanukovych’s regime and individuals that supported the “dictatorial laws” of
January 16, 2014.
• Enabling the Servant of the People
Party to form a coalition with politicians
that were founding members of the Party of
Regions and the Opposition Bloc in the new
Parliament and/or any other parties that
promote reconciliation with Russia by way
of surrender or concessions of Ukrainian
sovereignty and territorial integrity.
• Ignoring dialogue with civil society.
• Inhibiting key reforms: administrative,
territorial, medical, educational, banking.
• Delaying or sabotaging anti-corruption and judicial reforms.
Through constructive dialogue and
prompt criticism of the government, we
have always sought to strengthen Ukraine’s
voice in the world and worked hard to gain
the support of our international partners.
(Continued on page 17)

No “Ukraine fatigue”!
“As we did in the Welles Declaration in
1940, the United States reaffirms as policy
its refusal to recognize the Kremlin’s claims
of sovereignty over territory seized by force
in contravention of international law. In
concert with allies, partners and the international community, the United States
rejects Russia’s attempted annexation of
Crimea and pledges to maintain this policy
until Ukraine’s territorial integrity is
restored.” With these words, U.S. Secretary
of State Michael Pompeo declared on July
25, 2018, that, much like the forced incorporation of the Baltic states into the Soviet
Union in 1944, the illegal annexation of
Crimea into the Russian Federation would
never be recognized by the United States.
Days following Russia’s violent openwater attack on Ukrainian vessels in the
Kerch Strait on Thanksgiving weekend
2018, and its illegal detention of 24
Ukrainian sailors, the U.S. Senate passed a
unanimous resolution calling for the immediate release of the sailors. Sponsored bythen chairman and ranking member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s
European Subcommittee, respectively,
Sens. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) and Chris
Murphy (D-Conn.), the resolution attained
the full support of Senate Ukraine Caucus
Co-Chairs Rob Portman (R-Ohio) and
Richard Durbin (D-Ill.), as well as other
friends of Ukraine in the U.S. Congress.
These examples illustrate the magnitude
of support for Ukraine in Washington.
Unlike previous times in Ukraine’s history
when the country suffered a lull, or
“fatigue,” in its relationship with the United
States, the recurring and permanent threat
of aggressive actions by the Russian
Federation against Ukraine, and against the
West, has resulted in a special U.S. resolve
to assist its allies and friends. The unfortunate aspect of Ukraine being a frontline
state makes it an obvious beneficiary of
continued support, as denoted in a plethora of legislation proposed in the U.S.
Congress.
The growing bipartisan concern in
Congress relates to three pivotal facets of
Russia’s inherent use of aggressive means
and tactics – cybersecurity, disinformation
and economic blackmail, most notably via
the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. As recently as
mid-May 2018, Sens. Ted Cruz (R-Texas)
and Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.) introduced S.
1441, a bill “to impose sanctions with
respect to the provision of certain vessels
for the construction of Russian energy
export pipelines.” Such actions represent
the outcry against Russia’s manipulation of
the energy sector in Europe and specifically
its objective to politically and economically
bypass Ukraine.
One can easily describe Ukraine as being
a “proving ground” for Russia’s nefarious
activity that eventually would extend
beyond its borders, especially in the realm
of disinformation. Driven by the Ukrainian
community’s concern for Ukraine’s survival
after the Revolution of Dignity, friends of
Ukraine in the U.S. Congress took up the
mantle and proposed the Global
Engagement Center, a coordinating body

ensconced in the U.S. Department of State
whose mission is to “direct, lead, synchronize, integrate and coordinate efforts of the
federal government to recognize, understand, expose and counter foreign state and
foreign non-state propaganda and disinformation efforts aimed at undermining or
influencing the policies, security or stability
of the United States and its allies and partner nations.” The effort was led by Sens.
Portman and Murphy. The center is
expressly tasked with countering malign
disinformation from Russia in countries on
its borders.
Support for Ukraine is driven largely by
the Ukrainian community and its interaction with elected officials. The southeast
Pennsylvania community has especially
endeavored to bring its concerns to members of Congress. Its exemplary outreach
propelled Reps. Brendan Boyle (D-Pa.) and
Brian Fitzpatrick (R-Pa.), member and cochair, respectively, of the Congressional
Ukrainian Caucus, to co-sponsor the
Ukraine Cybersecurity Cooperation Act.
The bill seeks to “…assist Ukraine’s efforts
to enhance its cybersecurity capabilities;
and improve Ukraine’s ability to respond to
Russian-supported disinformation and propaganda efforts in cyberspace, including
through social media.” Rep. Boyle was
awarded the Friend of UNIS award in
October 2017 for his support of the bill, and
Rep. Fitzpatrick is to receive the prestigious
community award at the June Ukrainian
Day advocacy event in Washington.
A similar bill was introduced in the
Senate in 2018 by Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio)
and Pat Toomey (R-Pa.), both members of
the Senate Ukraine Caucus. Both efforts
were folded in the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019.
One must also be cognizant of the
administration’s constant work on behalf of
Ukraine through its special representative
for Ukraine negotiations, Ambassador Kurt
Volker, who is charged with pursuing a
peaceful settlement to Russia’s invasion of
eastern Ukraine. His constant travel to
Ukraine and interaction with Ukrainian,
European and Russian government officials
demonstrates the active political realm
which is Ukraine – a foremost strategic
partner of the United States. The ambassador was a member of the official delegation
from the United States to President
Volodymyr Zelensky’s inauguration in Kyiv
on May 20, and met with the president
shortly thereafter.
There is no “Ukraine fatigue” in
Washington. What might be considered
“fatigue” is an overwhelming desire to
assist Ukraine with the resources available.
It is incumbent upon the Ukrainian community to continue its advocacy of these
and other Ukraine-related issues so that
fatigue does not sink in. So, contact your
elected officials and encourage others to
become involved.
For further information about the
Ukrainian Day advocacy event in
Washington, readers may contact the
Ukrainian National Information Service at
unis.sawkiw@gmail.com.

Visit our archive online: www.ukrweekly.com
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INTERVIEW

Law thesis supports international recognition of Holodomor as genocide
by Peter J. Piaseckyj
Raphael Lemkin, the distinguished lawyer who coined
the term “genocide” and is considered the father of the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide adopted by the United Nations on
December 9, 1948 (the U.N. Convention on Genocide),
regarded the Holodomor as a part of the Soviet genocide
against the Ukrainian people. (Rafael Lemkin, “Soviet
Genocide in Ukraine,” New York, 1953, https://web.
archive.org/web/20120302234607/http://www.uccla.ca/
SOVIET_GENOCIDE_IN_THE_UKRAINE.pdf). Yet recognition of the Holodomor as genocide on the international
level still is not universal.
Kateryna Bondar, as a student in the Master of Laws
(LL.M.) program at Harvard Law School, wrote her thesis
on “The Ukrainian Famine of 1932-1933 as Genocide
under International Law,” under the supervision of Prof.
Grainne de Burca in May 2011. (Those interested in obtaining a copy of Ms. Bondar’s thesis may contact kateryna.
bondar1@gmail.com.)
Below, Ms. Bondar, an international lawyer and scholar,
discusses her approach to the Holodomor. She argues in
her work that “The Ukrainian famine (Holodomor), being
one of the major tragedies in Ukraine’s and world history,
constitutes genocide under international law, and it has to
be classified and recognized as genocide on the international level.”
Below is an edited and abridged text of the discussion
between Ms. Bondar and this writer.
* * *
You decisively conclude that the Holodomor is a
genocide. How did you come to this conclusion?
Indeed, there are several different positions observed in
scholarly works on the understanding of the Holodomor.
One of them is that the Famine was unexpected, an
unwanted result of Stalin’s collectivization, grain procurement policies and ineffective administrative management,
and was a tragedy common to all peoples/nations of the
USSR. Mostly Russian scholars hold to this position. A significant number of the scholars believe that the Famine
was artificial and Stalin created it in order to force collectivization, that is, the Famine was class (peasant) genocide.
According to the third position, the Famine had a national
dimension and it was a genocide of Ukrainians.
The main question is whether the Famine was part of a
wider phenomenon in the USSR resulting from the policy
of Stalin’s collectivization, or was it specifically directed
against the Ukrainians. The question is: Was it aimed primarily at the peasants or at Ukrainians?
The purpose of my master’s thesis was to investigate the
legal aspects of the Holodomor of 1932-1933, namely, the
legal requirements to qualify as genocide, since the crime
of genocide has special characteristics among other crimes
against humanity. In my study, I applied the definition of
genocide from the U.N. Convention on Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. I analyzed the
Holodomor according to the elements of the crime of genocide: actions, intent to destroy, the group as the object of a
crime and the intention to commit genocide (that is, the
intention to destroy a particular group or part of a group as
such). The study іs based on a large number of sources,
including the practice of international tribunals, which
help to explain how all the elements of the crime of genocide are present in the Holodomor.
How did you become interested in this topic? Did
you have grandparents or great-grandparents who
lived at the time of the Holodomor?
My mother, a native of the Lviv region, where there was
no Holodomor, recalls that in her family they knew about it
and recounted the horrors of the Holodomor that took
place in Soviet Ukraine, that Stalin and his totalitarian
regime artificially created the famine.
On my father’s side (my father is originally from the Kyiv
region), very little was said about the Holodomor and most
probably because the topic was kept а secret for many
years, and it was forbidden to recall it.
How did your interest in international law and the
Holodomor evolve?
Peter J. Piaseckyj is a master mariner and professional
engineer who resides in Sunny Isles Beach, Fla. He is a voracious reader of history and a published book reviewer.

Kateryna Bondar
In high school, my favorite subjects were Ukrainian and
foreign languages, Ukrainian history and Ukrainian literature. I chose a law class, and I was interested in human
rights issues.
Later, I was attracted by the reputation of the Faculty of
Law Studies at [the National University of] Kyiv Mohyla
Academy, as well as its national consciousness. My studies
at Kyiv-Mohyla Academy opened many opportunities,
including participation in international programs and perspectives for further study. For example, during one semester I studied at the University of Warsaw at the Faculty of
Law and Administration, as part of a special program for
foreign students, where I studied international law,
European Union law and comparative law. I participated in
several summer study schools in Austria and Sweden on
the topic of European studies.
I was particularly interested in international law, and I
participated in student moot court competitions on public
international law and international investment arbitration.
I interned at the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union
and in the Office of the Government Representative at the
European Court of Human Rights. In the fifth year of study,
I wrote a term paper on international mechanisms of protection of women’s rights.
Then, at Harvard, in the Master of Laws program, I studied international law, international human rights, international arbitration, international trade law, as well as some
U.S. law courses, and after the program, I prepared for and
passed the New York bar exam.
With regard to your master’s thesis, how did you
choose your topic?

I chose the topic “The Ukrainian Holodomor of 19321933 as a Genocide under International Law,” because this
topic concerns Ukraine and, at the same time, public international law. The legal assessment of the Holodomor interested me from the perspective of historical justice. The
Holodomor of 1932-1933 took the lives of millions. It was
not researched, it was kept a secret. And, thanks to the
Ukrainian diaspora, a number of Ukrainian and foreign
publications (eyewitness accounts, documents and scientific publications) and the opening of archival documents,
the Holodomor today is a historical fact.
Yet the world community and the general public are not
sufficiently aware of the fact, circumstances, nature and
legal characterization of the Holodomor. The issue is politicized, and people with different political views come to different conclusions and interpretations, despite the evidence of the elements of this crime.
On November 28, 2006, Ukraine passed a law recognizing the Holodomor as a genocide of the Ukrainian people in
accordance with the U.N. Convention on Genocide.
Established by the president of Ukraine in 2008, the
National Commission for the Strengthening of Democracy
and the Rule of Law had concluded that the recognition of
the Holodomor as genocide meets the criteria of the U.N.
Convention on Genocide. In 2009, the Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU) initiated a criminal case in connection with
the Holodomor. In 2010, the Kyiv Court of Appeal decided
that Article 442 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine can be

applied to the organization and implementation of the
1932-1933 genocide.
When I was choosing the subject for my master’s thesis,
the subject of the Holodomor was particularly relevant for
me because of this Kyiv Court of Appeal decision.
I believe that today the Holodomor has a solid documentary background, and it is important that more scholars examine it from the point of view of international law.
Although some states and institutions have recognized the
Holodomor as an act of genocide, the recognition of the
Holodomor of 1932-1933 as a genocide is still problematic
and politicized at the global international level.
The Ukrainian Holodomor is one of history’s exceptional
crimes in terms of both scale and cruelty, and it deserves
recognition and proper legal qualification on the international level.
I was fortunate enough to work on my master’s thesis
under the direction of Prof. Gráinne de Búrca, who at that
time taught at Harvard, and today is a law professor and
director of the Jean Monnet Center for International and
Regional Economic Law and Justice at New York University.
The Harvard Library has a large section of publications on
Ukraine, including the Holodomor, which was useful to me
when writing a paper.
What conclusions did you reach in your thesis on
the Holodomor?

I should emphasize that in my master’s thesis I considered the Holodomor of 1932-1933 separately from the other
crimes of the Communist regime against the Ukrainian people in the 20th century. It is true that the Holodomor can be
considered part of the broader planned genocide of the
Communist regime against the Ukrainian nation. In this
regard, the position of Raphael Lemkin, who coined the term
“genocide,” is relevant, as he considered the destruction of
the Ukrainian nation a classic example of Soviet genocide
and pointed to the genocidal intent against the Ukrainian
nation and ethnic group, in particular against the peasantry,
intelligentsia, political corps and church clergy.
Lemkin considered that genocide could also be committed by means of a coordinated plan for different actions
aimed at the destruction of the essential foundations for
the existence of a national group. He considered the
Holodomor as one of the four prongs of Soviet genocide in
Ukraine that he defined as a “gradual destruction of the
Ukrainian nation.” He argued that Stalin gradually targeted
“select and determining parts” of the Ukrainian nation. The
other prongs included, in particular, imprisonment and
deportation of the intelligentsia, the destruction of the
Ukrainian Church and “fragmentation of the Ukrainian
people through forced migration.”
The purpose of my master’s thesis was to prove with the
help of international law that the Holodomor of 1932-1933
may and should be classified as genocide, not only under
the broad definition of genocide, but also under the more
narrow definition enshrined in the U.N. Convention on
Genocide. The U.N. Convention on Genocide was the first
international treaty to recognize genocide as a crime under
international law and to define the crime of genocide,
although the definition of genocide in the U.N. Convention
on Genocide is narrower than Lemkin’s understanding of
genocide. In particular, due to the position of the Soviet and
some other delegations during the discussion of the U.N.
Convention on Genocide, the convention does not include
social and political groups in the list of groups that may be
the objects of the crime of genocide.
The U.N. Convention on Genocide defines genocide as
follows: “any of the following acts committed with intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or
religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of
the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures intended
to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”
Having analyzed the Holodomor of 1933-1933 step by
step under the definition of genocide in that convention, I
concluded that the Holodomor corresponds to genocide as
defined in the U.N. Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The Holodomor
must be classified and recognized as genocide on the international level. The Holodomor as genocide must be condemned by the international community in order to
(Continued on page 19)
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Russia refuses...
(Continued from page 1)
Ukrainian Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs Olena Zerkal, who represented Kyiv
in Hamburg, said on Facebook that the
order “is a clear signal to Russia that it cannot violate international law with impunity.”
She continued: “The seizure of three
naval military vessels and the 24 servicemen on board was a flagrant violation of
the immunity which military vessels enjoy
in accordance with the U.N. Convention on
the Law of the Sea and general international law.”
President Volodymyr Zelensky welcomed the tribunal’s ruling in a statement
on the presidential website. He said Russia
can “make the first step towards unblocking negotiations and resolving the problems it created in a civilized way.”
In addition, the International Criminal
Court in The Hague on November 14, 2016,
concluded in a report that Russia’s annexation of the Ukrainian territory of Crimea in
2014 constituted an “international armed
conflict” between the two countries. It furthermore stated that “armed hostilities in
eastern Ukraine… would suggest the existence of an international armed conflict” as
well.
More than 13,000 people have been
killed and 1.5 million have been displaced
in the Russo-Ukrainian war that started in
February 2014.

Infographic by Euromaidan Press about the 24 servicemen being held by Russia.

Ukraine’s...
(Continued from page 2)
Mikhail Fedorov has been appointed
counselor to the president, a “non-staff
position” (this can imply unremunerated).
Mr. Fedorov’s Media Studio Digital provided social media services for the Kvartal-95
Studio and then for the Zelensky campaign.
Mr. Zelensky has named Serhiy Shefir to
the post of first assistant to the president.
Mr. Shefir is a script writer and producer
for Mr. Zelensky’s comedy shows on Studio
Kvartal-95. He and his brother Borys Shefir
are also Mr. Zelensky’s business partners as
co-owners and producers of Kvartal-95.
The Shefir brothers hail, like Mr. Zelensky,
from Kryvyi Rih. Working directly below
Serhiy Shefir will be Andriy Yermak, a copyright lawyer and film producer in his own
right, as assistant to the president.
Andriy Herus is the new presidential
representative in the Cabinet of Ministers.
An investment fund manager, Mr. Herus
became the head of the Association of
Communal Services Consumers and joined
the Zelensky presidential election campaign as an adviser on municipal utilities
and energy tariffs. During the campaign,
Mr. Herus proposed further delaying the
process of adjusting utility tariffs to market
levels, although the adjustment and corre-

Kyiv will seek...
(Continued from page 6)

does not support making this proposal.
“The Kerch Strait is the territorial waters of
Ukraine. If we seek to return Crimea to
within Ukrainian control, why should we
change that status?”

sponding timetable are a condition for
International Monetary Fund (IMF) crediting to Ukraine. While such proposals are no
surprise at election time, the European
Union’s mission in Kyiv and other Western
advisers took issue publicly with Mr.
Herus’s proposals (UNIAN, April 26;
Gordon, February 12, April 18, 23).
Judging from this first series of appointments, President Zelensky’s personnel policy (whether it is his own considered policy,
or that of influential individuals backstage)
seems to reflect the origins and character
of the Zelensky political project and electoral campaign. It relies on a small circle of
friends and business partners, lacking
expertise in the affairs of state, but wielding
unmatched expertise in modern methods
of electioneering, and replacing policy with
political technologies. These appointments
have already generated massive criticism in
Ukraine. This reaction may, perhaps, induce
the novice president to do better from this
point onward on personnel policy and policy in general. The president’s and his
team’s statements on foreign policy around
the inauguration have sounded equally disconcerting.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.

He adds that there is no possibility of
discussing the status of the sea and the
straits because that would require raising
the issue of the status of Crimea, something
Moscow has consistently refused to do.
Issuing a call for a change when there is little or no possibility for forward movement
does not help the Ukrainian cause, Mr.
Yeremenko suggests.

Read the Ukrainian National Association’s newspapers online: www.ukrweekly.com • www.svoboda-news.com
Our online archives
are made possible by
generous donors:

• Self Reliance New York Federal Credit Union
• Shevchenko Scientiﬁc Society, U.S.A.
• Selfreliance Federal Credit Union

• Heritage Foundation of First Security Savings Bank
• Bahriany Foundation • SUMA Federal Credit Union
• Anonymous donor
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Christine Syzonenko

Photo report: St. George Ukrainian Festival

Irene R. Saviano

NEW YORK: The 43rd St. George Ukrainian festival, held May
17-19 on Seventh Street between Second and Third Avenues, was
blessed with perfect weather. For three gloriously warm, breezy
and sunny days, dancers and singers entertained the crowds,
while vendors tempted shoppers with unique gift items and delicious homemade food. Anna Bachynska served as program director for all of the stage shows, which were MC’d by St. George
Academy Principal Andrij Stasiw, assisted by SGA students Anna
Odvii and Yana Andreychuk. Special guests Oleksii Holubov, consul general of Ukraine in New York, and NYC Councilwoman
Carlina Rivera (D-N.Y.) received a warm welcome and greeted the
audience from the stage.
Performers included: St. George Academy Chorus, Ukrainian
Village Voices, Holy Trinity Ukrainian School, Salomea Lobach,
Suzyria School of Dance, Malvy, Kalynonka, Mriya, St. Vladimir’s
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, Natalia Blyshchak, Syzokryli
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, Vesna, Yunist, Iskra Ukrainian Dance
Academy, Tsvitka, Vasyl Chornyy, Vladyslav Chornyy, Tasia Cox,
Christina Yavdoshnyak, Moloda Dumka, Diana Dobak, Dmitro
Mischenko, Alina Knyazikevych, Roma Pryma Bohachevsky School
of Dance, Vesna.
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Canadians...
(Continued from page 1)
May 20 in Kyiv and later had a bilateral
meeting with Ukraine’s new head of state.
“Instead of us trying to dictate what we
think they need, we’re there to provide support for what they require,” he added.
Mr. Sajjan said the president thanked
Canada for its military training mission in
Ukraine, Operation UNIFIER, which has
been extended to March 31, 2022.
The defense minister told The Ukrainian
Weekly that Canada is the lead country in
providing troops for training and “capacity
building” in Ukraine.
Since the start of the mission in
September 2015, the Canadian Armed
Forces have trained over 11,000 Ukrainian
defense and security forces members to be
“self-sufficient in their training delivery and
in the conduct of military operations,”
according to a backgrounder from Minister
Sajjan’s office. About 200 Canadian soldiers
are deployed to Ukraine in six-month rotations as part of Operation UNIFIER.
“We’ve expanded our role as to where
we do the training,” explained Mr. Sajjan.
“Instead of having the troops come to us,
we have 10 locations where Canadian
Armed Forces personnel will conduct the
training. This provides tremendous flexibility – but also the training is mutually determined as to what is needed.”
The defense minister’s visit to Ukraine
followed one made earlier in May by
Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland,
a Ukrainian Canadian, who met not only
with Mr. Zelensky, but also with Ukrainian
Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman and
Foreign Affairs Minister Pavlo Klimkin, who
have both announced their intention to
leave their posts following Mr. Zelensky’s
inauguration as president.
Operation UNIFIER is providing
Ukrainian soldiers with medical training on
casualty evacuation and first-aid; helping
them build a command-and-control structure for their units; and is involved in military police training on the use of force and
basic investigative techniques, according to
Mr. Sajjan, who said that he witnessed
Ukrainians’ appreciation of Canada’s efforts.
“When I left the presidential inauguration, Ukrainians recognized us,” he said.
“The tremendous cheers that came from
the crowd demonstrated to me that they
acknowledge that Canada will always be
with them.”
Although he didn’t single out Canada,
President Zelensky acknowledged the
Ukrainian diaspora in his inaugural address
during a special session of the Verkhovna
Rada. “We really need you,” he said, offering
to grant Ukrainian citizenship to those willing to bring their “knowledge, experience
and values” to Ukraine.
But Ukrainians living abroad don’t necessarily have to come to Ukraine to support
the country, as the president was told in a
briefing on the Ukrainian diaspora from the
man who represents that global community.
“I explained to him that we focus on
educating and raising conscientious
Ukrainians around the world, and we do
that through strong institutions that care

In inaugural...

(Continued from page 3)
certain reassuring messages. Some particularly strong passages – such as regarding
his decisiveness to bring settlement to the
conflict in the Donbas but not at the expense
of Ukrainian interests – inspired rounds of
applause in the Parliament, including from
Cabinet ministers. And there seemed to be a
striking continuity on foreign and security
policy between the new president and his
predecessor.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

At a meeting on May 21 with the delegation of the Ukrainian World Congress,
President Volodymyr Zelensky welcomes UWC President Paul Grod.
for the community from cradle to grave,”
said Paul Grod, the Canadian-based president of the Ukrainian World Congress
(UWC), who met with President Zelensky
on May 21 and attended the presidential
inauguration the day before as a representative of the sole international non-governmental organization invited to attend the
ceremony.
“I explained to him that when you’re
born into a Ukrainian family you’re baptized in a Ukrainian church; you go to a
Ukrainian daycare and school; you belong
to Ukrainian youth organizations, student
clubs, sporting groups, cultural groups,
dance groups, professional associations,
right through to Ukrainian care centers and
even Ukrainian cemeteries. There’s a whole
life cycle,” said Mr. Grod, former president
of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress, in an
interview.
“His eyes were completely wide open.
He was taken aback by that level of organization,” Mr. Grod observed.
Mr. Grod said that he also told President
Zelensky about the advocacy work conducted by the UWC to secure support for
Ukraine from Western countries, such as
the United States and Canada.
“It doesn’t happen because they just like
Ukraine. It happens because there’s a
strong organized diaspora that encourages
governments to be strong advocates of
Ukraine,” said Mr. Grod, a lawyer who heads
Rodan Energy Solutions, a North American
energy-management company.
“I reassured him that, as we’ve worked
with every president since independence,
we will work with him because we want to
make sure that Ukraine is successful,” Mr.
Grod told The Weekly.
That includes helping Ukraine build a
strong economy.
“We’ve done a lot of work promoting
investments into Ukraine, and helping promote the development of new markets for
Ukrainian businesses – whether it’s
encouraging and helping support freetrade agreements, or through various
chambers of commerce that we set up
around the world,” Mr. Grod explained.
“Because Ukraine is a parliamentaryUkraine faces a multitude of challenges,
and despite President Zelensky’s apparently sincere zeal to bring radical changes, he
may be in some ways politically hampered
not only by his lack of experience but also
his alleged ties to previously self-exiled and
now returning oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky. So
will Mr. Zelensky be able to rise to the occasion (Icds.ee, April 23, 2019)? Public expectations have set a high benchmark for the
new president, and his performance will be
screened closely. Meanwhile, the Kremlin
has already tested his fortitude by issuing a
decree that will simplify the procedure for

presidential democracy, Zelensky’s responsibilities are limited constitutionally to foreign
affairs, defense and national security. He’s
the key person on foreign affairs, so he needs
to know who we are so we can work effectively together,” the UWC president noted.
But Mr. Grod also warned the president
to not “throw out the baby with the bathwater” following the scathing comments he
made in his inauguration address about
“pompous” politicians, who over the 28
years since Ukraine gained its independence, “have created a country of opportunities – the opportunities to bribe, steal and
pluck the resources.”
Mr. Grod said he believes President
Zelensky’s “broad-brush” attack struck a
“very divisive” tone in his speech.
“Ukraine has made considerable progress, and to say that everything was bad
and corrupt, and that all politicians are useless was inappropriate. But he is running a
political campaign and preparing for the
parliamentary election,” said Mr. Grod, who
added that he illustrated to the president
some of the reforms that have been made,
such as in health care through the Cabinet
minister responsible, Ulana Suprun, an
American physician who moved with her
husband to Ukraine in 2013 to participate
in the Ukrainian Revolution of Dignity.
Mr. Grod’s point dovetailed nicely into
President Zelensky’s call for Ukrainian expatriates “to return home,” and to that end, the
two discussed how that could happen.
“We got into dual citizenship, which he
was supportive of,” said Mr. Grod. “We agreed
that we would work together and present
him with several models to consider.”
“We need to help him get past the rhetoric
because he’s a green politician,” said Mr. Grod,
noting the pun in reference to President
Zelensky’s family name, which is rooted in
the Ukrainian word meaning green.
“He needs as much advice as possible,
and it’s important that he has the right people giving him advice. And that’s what I see
as the role of the Ukrainian World Congress
– to continue to encourage him to do what
we think is the right thing and tell him
when he’s not doing the right thing.”
Mr. Grod said he is concerned about

issuing Russian passports to residents of
the occupied Donbas (see EDM, April 25,
May 1, 2). This announcement added to the
apprehension in Kyiv as it brings to mind
unavoidable parallels with the occupied
territories of Georgia, where Russia
employed the same “passportization” strategy as a way to freeze the conflict and to
secure its say in Georgia’s future.
Mr. Zelensky’s decision to disband the
Rada was an expected move, though many
parliamentarians and experts consider it a
violation of legal procedures (Rada TV
Channel, May 20). With Prime Minister
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some members of President Zelensky’s
inner circle, most notably his chief of staff,
Andriy Bohdan, who recently floated the
idea of holding a national referendum on
negotiating a peace agreement with Russia.
“Zelensky later toned it down by saying it
was more to seek public opinion,” said Mr.
Grod, who pressed the importance of taking a firm stance against the Kremlin in his
meeting with President Zelensky, which
lasted 45 minutes, or about 25 minutes
more than what was scheduled.
“We need him to make it very clear to
the international community that he is not
going to trade or barter with the Donbas or
Crimea, and that he is going to stand up to
Russian aggression,” explained Mr. Grod.
As for Mr. Bohdan, he said the more
troubling issue is his association with
“shady” Ukrainian billionaire oligarch Ihor
Kolomoisky, who as co-owner of Ukraine’s
largest financial institution, PrivatBank,
“drove it into bankruptcy” and led to the
Ukrainian government providing a $5.6 billion bailout at a time Kyiv was receiving
international financial assistance.
Mr. Kolomoisky is also the majority
owner of 1 + 1 Media Group, whose 1+1 TV
channel ran Mr. Zelensky’s “Servant of the
People.”
Meanwhile, Mr. Bohdan, who acted as
Mr. Kolomoisky’s lawyer, is facing calls to
resign as the head of President Zelensky’s
administration in light of Ukraine’s lustration law that bars civil servants who served
in disgraced former President Viktor
Yanukovych’s administration from holding
government positions. Mr. Bohdan twice
served as the Yanukovych administration’s
representative on anti-corruption policy as
deputy minister of the Cabinet of Ministers.
However, President Zelensky’s potential
save is that he tapped Vadym Prystaiko, the
deputy minister of foreign affairs who previously served as Ukraine’s ambassador to
Canada, as his deputy chief of staff. “He’s a
very capable and seasoned diplomat,” said
Mr. Grod.
From the Canadian government perspective, Minister Sajjan remains optimistic
about the future of the bilateral relationship.
“We will have to wait, like everybody else,
to see the vision of President Zelensky and
his administration,” he said. “At the end of
the day, we will be a good ally of Ukraine,
and denounce the illegal annexation of
Crimea and what Russia is doing in the
Donbas. We will work with Ukraine to make
sure they move toward their reforms.”
Minister Sajjan added that President
Zelensky said he hopes to attend the
Ukraine Reform Conference to be held in
Toronto from July 2 to 4.
From the diaspora view, Mr. Grod is
more cautious in his outlook.
“There could be a completely new political dynamic in Ukraine, which could be
very ominous or could be a new breath of
fresh air that brings the change that everybody wants,” he explained.
“I’m a little skeptical of the latter – that
this is going to be a whole new reformist,
clean group coming in that are going to
move quickly and make the change that the
old guard couldn’t do. I’m not that naïve to
think that it will be that straightforward.”
Volodymyr Groysman announcing his resignation (Zn.ua, May 20), Ukraine may be
entering a period of transitional political
volatility. Various political forces, including
ones with openly revanchist agendas, are
likely to try to capitalize on the public frustration during the parliamentary elections,
as well as seek to fill the presidential team’s
many still-vacant ranks.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.
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NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 2)
soldiers, treading through a field with them
and peering through a lookout toward
enemy positions from inside a bunker. Mr.
Zelensky, who was inaugurated on May 20
after a landslide victory over Poroshenko,
has said that bringing the war to an end is
among his top priorities and that he is prepared to meet with Russian President
Vladimir Putin in order to do so. But
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov has
said that Mr. Putin, who did not congratulate Mr. Zelensky on his election victory,
will do so after the Ukrainian leader
resolves “the internal conflict in southeastern Ukraine” and his “first successes in normalizing Russian-Ukrainian relations.” The
Kremlin has repeatedly denied fueling the
war, which entered its sixth year last
month, despite overwhelming evidence
showing that it has covertly supported separatist forces in eastern Ukraine with funds,
military equipment, and fighters. (RFE/RL)
Court upholds extending sailors’ detention

A Moscow court has upheld a decision to
extend the pretrial detainment period for

the 24 Ukrainian seamen captured by
Russia in November 2018, defying a United
Nations maritime tribunal ruling that the
sailors be immediately released. The
Moscow City Court on May 27 upheld the
Lefortovo district court’s ruling in April to
keep the servicemen in jail until July, pending further investigation and trial. The lawyers of the sailors had filed an appeal
against the extension. The decision came
two days after the Hamburg-based
International Tribunal for the Law of the
Sea ruled that Russia must “immediately”
release 24 Ukrainian sailors and three
Ukrainian naval vessels it captured. Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov on May 27 dismissed the ruling, saying Moscow would
continue to “consistently defend its point of
view.” Mr. Peskov claimed that the convention did not apply in the current case. Russia
seized the ships in November near the
Kerch Strait bridge, which connects the
Russian mainland to the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea. Relations between Russia and
Ukraine have been tense since Moscow
annexed Crimea in March 2014 and began
providing military, political and economic
support to separatist formations waging a
war against Kyiv in parts of eastern Ukraine.
(RFE/RL, with reporting by AFP)
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Almost 60 percent trust Zelensky
Findings of a public opinion poll conducted by the Oleksandr Yaremenko
Ukrainian Institute for Social Research, the
Social Monitoring Center and the Institute
of Economics and Forecasting of Ukraine’s
National Academy of Sciences show that
the majority of Ukrainians trust President
Volodymyr Zelensky and the country’s
armed forces. According to the poll results,
which were presented at Interfax-Ukraine’s
office on May 23, almost 58 percent of
Ukrainians generally trust Mr. Zelensky,
35.1 percent are more likely to trust the
president, and 23 percent of citizens trust
him completely. Former President Petro
Poroshenko had the trust of 15 percent of
respondents (11.3 percent and 3.7 percent,
respectively). The Ukrainian Armed Forces
enjoy the trust of more than 64 percent of
respondents; the National Police, 30.7 percent; law enforcement agencies, 30.6 percent; the Security Service of Ukraine, 29.9
percent; the Prosecutor General’s Office,
18.4 percent; and the National AntiCorruption Bureau of Ukraine, 15.3 percent. Some 22.9 percent of Ukrainians have
confidence in the National Bank of Ukraine,
14.8 percent in the Cabinet, 13.3 percent in
political parties, and 10.3 percent in the
Verkhovna Rada. The poll was conducted in
24 Ukrainian regions and the city of Kyiv on
May 10-18 and involved 2,100 people. The
margin of error is between 1.31 percent
and 2.18 percent. (Interfax Ukraine)
President’s party names new leader

Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky’s newly formed political party has
appointed campaign adviser Dmytro
Razumkov as its head and will interview prospective candidates to fill its party list ahead
of snap parliamentary elections on July 21,
party representatives have said. The
announcement was made by Mr. Razumkov,
who spoke at a May 27 press conference
along with Oleksandr Korniyenko, head of
the Servant of the People party’s election
headquarters, and Mykhaylo Fedorov, the
party’s chief of digital strategies. Mr.
Razumkov, the director of a political consulting company, got his start in politics as a
member of the former Party of Regions of
Viktor Yanukovych, the Moscow-friendly
president who was pushed from power by
the Maidan protest movement in 2014 and
fled to Russia. He said that at a recent party
congress he was elected in place of Ivan
Bakanov, a campaign adviser and lawyer for
Mr. Zelensky’s Kvartal 95 entertainment
company whom the new president appoint-
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ed to be first deputy head of the Ukrainian
Security Service of Ukraine on May 22. In
line with previous practices by Mr. Zelensky,
who has crowdsourced policies and potential Cabinet members, Mr. Korniyenko said
that Servant of the People will select candidates for the elections from applications
submitted to a party website. Successful
applicants must then pass a compliance test
to ensure their views align with the president’s and undergo interviews with the party’s leaders, he said. Mr. Korniyenko at first
said that no current lawmaker would be
allowed on the party’s candidate list but
then backtracked, saying that some may be
considered if they had produced what the
party deemed to be “quality work” during
their time as lawmakers in the Verkhovna
Rada. A poll conducted this month by the
Rating Sociological Group found that 43.8
percent of Ukrainian voters supported the
Servant of the People party, while 10.5 percent supported the pro-Russian Opposition
Platform – For Life and 8.8 percent backed
the Western-oriented Petro Poroshenko Bloc
of the former president, which was recently
renamed European Solidarity. Also at the
press conference, Mr. Fedorov displayed the
Servant party’s new logo: a silhouette of Mr.
Zelensky riding a bicycle and wielding the
presidential mace, or “bulava.” The image is
strikingly similar to that of the accidentalpresident character Mr. Zelensky played on
his hit TV show, also called “Servant of the
People.” (Christopher Miller of RFE/RL)

Poroshenko’s bloc rebrands itself

The political party of former Ukrainian
President Petro Poroshenko has changed its
name in a bid to rebrand itself ahead of key
parliamentary elections. The Petro
Poroshenko Bloc was renamed to European
Solidarity at a party congress on May 24.
“The key to unity and victory is a renewed
party and renewed leadership,” Mr.
Poroshenko told the gathering in Kyiv. The
new Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky announced at his inauguration on
May 20 that he would dissolve Parliament
and call snap elections in July. He has also
called for that election to be held based
entirely on voting for parties, rather than
single candidates, arguing that the current
system in which some seats are filled in contests between individual candidates favors
corruption. But at an emergency session of
the Verkhovna Rada on May 22, only 92 lawmakers voted to discuss that proposal – far
short of the majority, 226 votes, needed to
put it on the agenda. The next regular parlia(Continued on page 15)
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mentary elections had been set for late
October. As he starts his term, early elections
are a chance for President Zelensky to
strengthen his position and sideline allies of
Mr. Poroshenko. (Current Time)
Zelensky, Merkel discuss eastern Ukraine

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky
and German Chancellor Angela Merkel
spoke by phone on May 24, discussing
efforts to resolve the conflict in eastern
Ukraine, both offices said. According to Mr.
Zelensky’s office, both leaders agreed on
the need to restart peace efforts, including

Zelensky to make...
(Continued from page 1)
the location of one of two civilian crosspoints in that easternmost oblast.
The president came as near as 400
meters from the frontline in Stanytsia
Luhanska, where Russian-commanded and
-controlled forces are positioned, according
to a statement on the presidential website.
The commander-in-chief “spoke with
the soldiers about living conditions, the
quality of food, the provision of equipment,
housing and social benefits, as well staffing
in subdivisions,” the statement read.
He was also was briefed by Lt.-Gen.
Oleksandr Syrskyi, commander of the Joint
Forces Operation and Lt.-Gen. Ruslan
Khomchak, the newly appointed chief of
the General Staff.
More top appointments

During the past week, additional key
presidential appointments were made.
Oleksandr Danyliuk, who was the president’s campaign adviser for foreign relations, was appointed secretary of the
National Security and Defense Council. He
is a former finance minister and a consultant to the McKinsey management and consulting firm.
Lawyer Oleksiy Honchar became another deputy chief of Mr. Zelensky’s presidential staff. He heads the EU-funded Better
Regulation Delivery Office, an advisory center that provides expertise and analysis to
the Ukrainian government.
Oleh Ustenko was named macroeconomic policy adviser to the president. He is
the executive director of the Kyiv-based
Blezyer Foundation, which is run by the
SigmaBleyzer private equity firm.
Mr. Zelensky’s political campaign adviser and spokesperson for his campaign
headquarters, Dmytro Razumkov, on May
27 was named the head of the president’s
Sluha Narodu (Servant of the People) political party that is running in the July 21 snap
parliamentary election.
Mikheil Saakashvili, the former Georgian
leader and Odesa Oblast governor, had his
Ukrainian citizenship reinstated by the
president. He landed on May 29 from
Warsaw and said that he will first eat a
bowl of borscht and visit a newly built
pedestrian bridge that descends down
Volodymyr Hill Park in Kyiv.
Cooperation with the IMF

The president also quelled fears that
Ukraine won’t continue cooperating with
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on
whom it relies on for cheap lending. Mr.
Zelensky met with the IMF in Kyiv on May
29, after which he said the “IMF has always
been a reliable partner of Ukraine in times
when we need support.”
Accompanied by National Bank of
Ukraine chairman Yakiv Smoliy and Mr.
Danyliuk, the president also promised the
international lender that a new bill against
illegal enrichment will be submitted to the
legislature this week.
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in the so-called Normandy format, which
brings together Ukraine, Russia, Germany,
and France. The statement also said that
Ukraine’s new president plans to hold talks
with French President Emmanuel Macron
in the nearest future. In Berlin, German
government spokesman Steffen Seibert
said on May 24 that Ms. Merkel and Mr.
Zelensky agreed on a need for a “full implementation” of the current peace agreements. In Moscow, the Kremlin said Russia
would support a meeting within the
Normandy format if there would be potential for a significant result. “No one wants it
to be a meeting for the sake of a meeting,”
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov was
quoted as saying by TASS on May 24.
Ceasefire deals announced as part of the

Minsk accords – September 2014 and
February 2015 pacts aimed at resolving the
conflict – have contributed to a decrease in
fighting but have failed to hold. A new
ceasefire agreement was reached on March
8, but both sides have accused each other of
repeated violations since then. (RFE/RL,
with reporting by DPA and TASS)
Four prison guards have been injured in
what Ukrainian law enforcement authorities said was a riot by inmates at a penitentiary in the Odesa region. Regional police
said that prisoners at Correctional Colony
No. 51 in the southern region started the
riot early on May 27. They said a vehicle on
prison grounds was set on fire. Inmates

were apparently protesting over a series of
searches by guards, Ukraine’s human rights
ombudswoman, Lyudmyla Denisova, wrote
on Facebook. “The rioters took three medical personnel and three guards hostage”
but they were released and “at this point
the situation is under control,” Ms. Denisova
wrote. Media reports said the prison was
cordoned off by riot police and traffic was
restricted in the area. Nobody was killed
but four guards were treated for injuries,
police said. The inmates accused of instigating the riot have been isolated from the
other prisoners and an investigation on suspicion of “activities destabilizing the operations of a penitentiary facility” has been
opened, they said. (RFE/RL, with reporting
by UNIAN, Gordon and Ukrayinska Pravda)

However, there was broad investor nervousness on May 26 when the Financial
Times published an interview with billionaire oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky during which
he urged Kyiv to default on its foreign debt,
just as Argentina or Greece have.
Ukraine currently has a $3.9 billion standby agreement with the Washington-based
lender and must repay more than $5 billion
in foreign debt this year. After the IMF meeting, Mr. Danyliuk told journalists that Ukraine
will seek a longer-term deal with the IMF.
Citigroup analysts on May 29 said they
expect Kyiv to seal a $6 billion loan for
three years and that “Ukraine should meet
its foreign currency debt repayments even
as it may have to draw down its foreign
reserves” with “modest” pressure on the
national currency, the hryvnia.
However, the IMF has indicated that it
will only continue negotiations after this
summer’s parliamentary election.
“We don’t see obstacles to cooperation,”
IMF team leader Ron von Rooden said in a
statement. “After the parliamentary elections, after the [new] government is
formed, we are ready to come to Kyiv
immediately and continue negotiations on
the way to provide our support.”
Mr. Kolomoisky told the Financial Times
that there are over 500 lawsuits around the
world regarding PrivatBank, once the country’s biggest private lender that he coowned with longtime business partner
Hennadiy Boholyubov.
Ukraine nationalized the bank in 2016
after at least $5.5 billion was found missing
on its balance sheets. Mr. Kolomoisky subsequently went into self-imposed exile to
Switzerland and Israel, but returned after
Mr. Zelensky won the presidency in May.
The 1+1 television network that Mr.
Kolomoisky owns has broadcast Mr.
Zelensky’s comedy for the past seven years.
The two have insisted that they have only
“contractual relations.”
“He’s [Mr. Zelensky] not my business
partner and he’s not my former employee,”
Mr. Kolomoisky told the Financial Times.
“He runs and owns shares in a company that
has a long-term contract with my company.”
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
is investigating Mr. Kolomoisky for allegedly
committing “financial crimes, including
money laundering into the United States,”
claims a lawsuit that was filed with the
chancery court of Delaware on May 21 by
the now state-run PrivatBank.
The Kyiv Post and Daily Beast online
news site have previously reported on the
FBI investigation.
B ot h M essrs. B oholyu b ov a nd
Kolomoisky deny the allegations of fraud.
The Delaware legal complaint alleges
that the two former owners used
Privatbank as their “personal piggy bank –
ultimately stealing billions of dollars” and
using “United States entities to launder
hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of
PrivatBank’s misappropriated loan proceeds into the United States to enrich themselves and their co-conspirators.”
The lawsuit purports that fake loans were
issued to shell companies that funnelled

money via sham transactions and which
eventually ended up in the U.S. and “used to
acquire and support various” businesses
and “commercial real estate in Cleveland,
Ohio, Dallas, Texas, and elsewhere – all for
the benefit and under the control of the
UBOs (ultimate-beneficiary owners).”
Yet in Ukraine, Mr. Kolomoisky has
already won cases in two lower courts to
deem the nationalization of PrivatBank illegal. The National Bank of Ukraine is appealing the case. The oligarch is demanding $2

billion that he said rightfully belongs to him.
An additional $2.5 billion remains frozen
worldwide since December 21, 2017, based
on a ruling in the High Court of England
and Wales. In mid-July, the Court of Appeal
in London is expected to rule on a
PrivatBank appeal that it had earlier lost in
a lower court to the bank’s former owners
in November 2018.
The two former bank co-owners are also
engaged in arbitration in the Swedish capital of Stockholm.

Four guards injured in prison violence

It is with deep sorrow we inform you of the passing into
eternal rest, on May 25th, 2019 in his 89th year of life,
of our beloved Husband, Father, Grandfather and Brother

Marian Stasiuk
Born January 1st, 1930 in Ternopil, Ukraine, in 1944 Marian Stasiuk was
forced to leave Ukraine with his parents and brothers. Traveling primarily
on foot, they followed the difficult and dangerous roads taken by many
Ukrainians fleeing for safety from the front lines of WWII, escaping first
to Slovakia, then to Hungary, Austria and eventually arriving in Bavaria.
In Bavaria they found temporary safe havens in two displaced persons
camps set up by the United States, first in Karlsfeld and then Freimann.
While living in the camps, Marian completed university, studied the
English language, worked for Pax Romana, and became an active
member of the Plast Ukrainian Scouting organization and the Dovbush
men’s soccer and volleyball teams.
The family was fortunate to be able to immigrate to the United States
in 1949, where Marian began his career in Buffalo, NY working first for a
bicycle factory and then Ford Motor Company, Magnus Foundry, Rotary
Co. and Quaker Oats. He served as senior designer for General Motors
in Buffalo, NY and Saginaw, Michigan from 1956 until his retirement in
1994.
Marian married his wife of 60 years, Martha, in Rochester, NY in 1959.
Blessed with three sons, three daughters-in-law, and seven grandchildren,
they are also surrounded by innumerable family members and friends in
their Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian communities.
Panakhyda services were held on May 27th at the Greco Funeral Home
in Buffalo, NY. A Mass of Christian Burial was held on May 28th at St. John
the Baptist Ukrainian Church in Kenmore, NY, followed by interment at
Holy Cross Cemetery in Lackawanna, NY.
In sorrow:
wife
sons:

Martha Stasiuk (née Shchurowsky b. Lviv)
Andrew Stasiuk and wife Irene
Myron Stasiuk and wife Lesia
Adrian Stasiuk and wife Christine
grandchildren:
Adrianna Stasiuk
Paul, Olivia, Sonya and Alyssa Stasiuk
Andrew and Stephen Stasiuk
brothers:
Markian Stasiuk and wife Lydia
the late Slavko Stasiuk
the late Lubomyr Stasiuk and wife Halyna
brother-in-law
Roman Shchurowsky and wife Joyce
As well as family and friends throughout the United States, Canada
and Ukraine.
Flowers are gratefully declined. Those wishing to honor the memory
of Marian Stasiuk may make donations to St. John the Baptist Ukrainian
Catholic Church or Plast - Novyi Sokil, с/o Myron Stasiuk, 206 West Ridge
Avenue, Prospect Heights, Illinois 60070.

May His memory be eternal.
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SPORTSSHORTS
SOCCER

ATHLETICS

U-20 men’s team advances to knockout stage

Mahuchikh takes high jump gold at Doha

Ukraine’s men’s under-20 national team tied 1-1 with
Nigeria on May 30 in Bielsko-Biala, Poland, to finish in first
place in Group D of the FIFA U-20 World Cup in Poland
(tournament hosts). Ukraine won 2-1 against the U.S. on
May 25 and won 1-0 against Qatar on May 27 in Tychy.
Ukraine finished with seven points.

Yaroslava Mahuchikh won gold in the women’s high
jump (1.96 meters) at the IAAF Doha Diamond League
event in Qatar on May 3. Maryna Bekh-Romanchuk won
silver in the women’s long jump with a distance of 6.74
meters. Anna Ryshkova won bronze in the women’s 400meter women’s hurdles (54.82 seconds).

FUTSAL

U-19 men’s team in final draw for UEFA championship
Ukraine joins group winners Poland, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Russia and Croatia, as well as tournament
hosts Latvia, for the 2019 UEFA U-19 Futsal Championship
in Riga. The tournament draw is scheduled for June 7, and
the eight teams will be divided into two groups of four
teams. Matches are scheduled for September 9-11. The
semifinals are to be played on September 12 and the final is
set for September 14. Ukraine won first place in Group 4
with nine points after three matches played on March 26-29.
Ukraine won 3-2 against Belgium (six points), won 5-4
against Romania (three points) and won 6-1 against North
Macedonia (zero points, group hosts). Denys Blank was a
top goal-scorer for Ukraine with four in the main round.

SWIMMING

Govorov wins silver in Budapest
Andrii Govorov won the men’s 50-meter butterfly
(22.87 seconds) at the FINA Champions Swim Series in
Budapest on May 11-12. Mykhailo Romanchuk won silver
in the men’s 400-meter freestyle (3:47.08 seconds).
Ukraine wins silver and bronze in Beijing

Ukraine won silver in the women’s team free combination event (86.2667 points) and bronze (83.4550 points) in
the women’s duet technical routine at the FINA Artistic
Swimming World Series on May 4-6 in Beijing. Ukraine finished in fourth place in the women’s team technical event
and Ukraine won bronze in the women’s duet free event
(85.3667 points), and Oleksandra Burdova won silver in
the women’s solo technical routine (84.0224 points).
Govorov wins bronze in Guangzhou

Andrii Govorov won bronze in the men’s 50-meter butterfly (23.28 seconds) at the FINA Champion’s Swim Series
in Guangzhou, China, on April 27-28.
Ukraine wins two golds at Artistic World Series

Ukraine won two gold medals at the FINA Artistic
Swimming World Series on April 4 in Alexandroupolis,
Greece. Maryna and Vladyslava Aleksiiva won gold in the duet
free program (92.8000 points) and the Aleksiiva sisters won
gold in the highlight routine competition (93.3333 points).

DIVING

Ukraine medals at Diving World Series in London
Oleg Kolodiy and Oleksandr Gorshkovozov won bronze
medals men’s 3-meter synchronized diving (405.63 points)
at the Diving World Series in London on May 17-19.

TENNIS

Svitolina among top-10 in aces
Elina Svitolina, ranked ninth by the WTA (May 20 rankings), was ranked ninth among the world’s top-10 female
tennis players based on the number of aces served this season. The report was announced on April 8, with Svitolina
scoring 81 aces in 19 matches. Other Ukrainian tennis
players in the WTA rankings included Lesya Tsurenko
(27th place), Dayana Yastremska (42nd place) and
Kateryna Kozlova in 66th place.

BOXING

Kopylenko loses WBC international title
Middleweight Vitaly Kopylenko (26-2, 14 KO) lost a
WBC international title match against Steven Butler (27-11, 23 KO) of Canada on May 2 at the Hard Rock Hotel and
Casino in Las Vegas. Judges scored the 10-round bout
96-93, 96-93, 94-95 in favor of the Canadian.
Postol unanimously wins 10-round bout

Super lightweight Viktor Postol (30-2, 12 KO) won by
unanimous decision after 10 rounds against Mohamed
Mimoune (21-3, 2 KO) of France on April 27 at
Cosmopolitan Resort in Las Vegas. Judges scored the fight
99-91, 98-92, 97-93. This fight was a final WBC super lightweight title eliminator and Postol will advance to challenge
the current WBC super lightweight champion Jose Carlos
Ramirez (24-0, 16 KO) of the U.S.A. Ramirez is currently
suspended by the California State Athletic Commission
until August 9 of this year.
Other super lightweight title holders are IBF champion
Ivan Baranchyk (19-0, 12 KO) of Belarus, WBA champion
Regis Prograis (24-0, 20 KO) of the U.S.A., and WBO champion Maurice Hooker (26-0-3, 17 KO) of the U.S.A. Postol is
ranked in seventh place in the super lightweight division.
Dimitrenko retires in fifth against Ruiz

Heavyweight Alexandr Dimitrenko (40-5-1, 26 KO) of
Ukraine (who took German citizenship) lost a 10-round
fight on April 20 against Andy Ruiz Jr. (32-1, 21 KO) of the
U.S.A. at Dignity Health Sports Park in Carson, Calif.
Dimitrenko retired in the fifth round. Judges had scored the
fight up to that point at 50-45 all in favor of Ruiz Jr. The
winner, Ruiz Jr., takes on heavyweight champion Anthony
Joshua on June 1 at MSG in New York.
WBO World Super Champion belt for Lomachenko

Lightweight WBA and WBO champion Vasyl
Lomachenko was presented the Lightweight World Super
Champion Belt by the World Boxing Organization during a
pre-fight press conference on April 10. The World Super
Champion title gives Lomachenko the right to challenge the
WBO belt in any weight category. It also gives Lomachenko
preferential scheduling of re-matches if he loses a WBO
title belt.
Derevyanchenko wins, becomes mandatory challenger

Middleweight Sergey Derevyanchenko (13-1, 10 KO)
won by unanimous decision against Jack Culcay (23-3, 12
KO) of Germany on April 13 at the Minneapolis Armory in
Minneapolis. The fight, scheduled for 12 rounds ended
with judges scoring 116-112, 116-112, 115-113 in favor of
the Ukrainian. Derevyanchenko is set to become the mandatory IBF middleweight challenger. Discussions are
underway for Derevyanchenko to challenge IBF, WBA and
WBC middleweight champion Saul “Canelo” Alvarez (52-12, 35 KO) of Mexico.
Berinchyk wins WBO title against Arakawa

Men’s team wins bronze at Lisbon

Lightweight Denys Berninchyk (11-0, 7 KO) won the
WBO lightweight international title by unanimous decision
after 12 rounds against Nihito Arakawa (32-7-2, 18 KO) of
Japan on April 20 at the Sports Palace in Kyiv. The fight
was scored 120-107, 118-109, 120-107.

Ukraine’s men’s national team won bronze at the
European Team Championships (Division 3) in Lisbon,
Portugal, on April 13-14. In the third-place match, Ukraine
won 2-1 against Norway. Ukraine’s team members included Kostiantyn Rybalchenko, Valeriy Fedoruk, Yaroslav
Bagan, Dmytro Pogrebnik and Artur Sikora.
In the semifinal, Ukraine lost 1-2 against Poland.
Ukraine finished in first place in Group C, winning all three
of its matches. Other teams in Group C included
Luxembourg, Liechtenstein and Gibraltar.

Cruiserweight champion Oleksandr Usyk (16-0, 12 KO)
has moved up to the heavyweight division, but his first
fight at heavyweight against Carlos Takam (36-5-1, 28 KO)
of France on May 25 was cancelled because of an injury to
Usyk’s bicep during training. Usyk voluntarily vacated his
World Boxing Association cruiserweight “super” title on
March 28. He announced resignation of the title as the
WBA was to announce a mandatory cruiserweight title
defense against Denis Lebedev (32-2, 23 KO). Usyk’s camp
initially announced his debut as a heavyweight would hap-

SQUASH

Usyk relinquishes WBA cruiserweight title
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pen on May 18 at a yet-to-be-announced venue in Chicago,
against an opponent to be named.
Usyk was the first cruiserweight champion in recent
memory to unify all of the major belts – WBO, IBF, WBA,
WBC. His title reign began in July 2018 following unification fights in the 2017-2018 World Boxing Super Series.
Klitschko joins WBA board as advisor

Retired heavyweight champion Wladimir Klitschko
announced on April 3 that he will serve as a technical advisor on the World Boxing Association board, headed by
president Gilberto Mendoza. The advisory board includes
Oliver Gomez, general counsel; Francisco Pina, financial
advisor; Joseph Estwanick, medical advisor; and Robert
Mack, legal advisor.

JUDO

Gold and silver at Cadet European Judo Cup
Rostyslav Berezhnyi (66 kg) and Vladislav Kazimirov
(60 kg) won gold and silver, respectively, at the Cadet
European Judo Cup in Bielsko Biala, Poland, on May 18-19.
In the final matches, Bereshnyi won against Adam
Tsechoev of Russia and Kazimirov lost against Rizvan
Magomafov of Russia. Ukraine finished in seventh place in
the medals standings. The tournament attracted 574 athletes from 39 countries. Ukraine fielded a team of 24 male
and 10 female athletes.
Kalanina wins gold at Baku Grand Slam

Yelyzaveta Kalanina (+78 kg) won gold after defeating
Larisa Ceric of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the final of the
Baku Grand Slam (part of the IJF World Tour) on May 11-12.
Bogdan Iadov (66 kg) won bronze after winning against
Mukhriddin Tilovov of Uzbekistan in the third-place match.
The tournament attracted 431 athletes from 56 countries.
Gold, silver and bronze for Ukraine in Baku

Inna Cherniak (52 kg) won gold after winning the final
against Cherine Abdellaloui of Algeria at the IBSA Judo
Grand-Prix Baku on May 11-12. Rufat Mahomedov (73 kg)
won silver after losing to Feruz Sayidov of Uzbekistan on
the final, and Serhii Korenko won the third place match
against Vasilii Kutuev of Russia. The tournament attracted
212 athletes from 35 countries.
Gold and bronze at European Cup in Sarajevo

Anton Savytskiy (100 kg) won gold at the European
Judo Cup in Sarajevo on May 4-5. Danylo Hutsol (100 kg)
won bronze after losing against Jaakko Alli of Finland.
Savytskiy won the final against Alli. The tournament
attracted 231 athletes from 28 countries.
Ukraine in second place at Cluj-Napoca

Ukraine finished in second place in the medals standings with three gold, one silver and five bronze medals at
the Cadet European Judo Cup in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, on
May 4-5. Mykyta Holoborodko (50 kg), Serhii Nebotov (66
kg) and Tymur Valieiev (81 kg) won gold; Nikita Batii (81
kg) won silver after his loss to Valieiev; and Nazar
Kulieshov (66 kg), Nazarii Yurchak (81 kg), Vadym
Leontiev (73 kg), Olga Tsimko (70 kg) and Sofiia
Bordinskykh (52 kg) won bronze medals. The tournament
attracted 563 athletes from 28 countries.
Mutiple medals at Dubrovnik cup

Ukraine finished in the medals standings in second
place after its athletes won three gold, two silver and four
bronze medals at the 2019 European Judo Cup in
Dubrovnik, Croatia, on April 13-14. Oleksandr Moisei (66
kg) defeated Artem Falkivskyi in the final, as both
Ukrainians won gold and silver, respectively; Vitalii Shepel
(90 kg) won gold after defeating Marius Van De Ven of the
Netherlands in the final; and Anton Savytskiy (100 kg) won
gold after winning against Danilo Pantic of Montenegro in
the final. Nodar Machutadze (+100 kg) also won silver, and
bronze medalists were Bekirbek Morgoyev (60 kg),
Vladyslav Grynchuk (90 kg), Leonid Gasyuk (+100 kg), and
Ruslana Bulvina (+78 kg). Ukraine fielded a team of 17 (14
men and three women) athletes, and the tournament
attracted 235 athletes from 25 countries.
One gold and three bronze at European Cup

Tymur Valieiev (81 kg) won gold at the Cadet Judo Cup
in Teplice, the Czech Republic, on April 6-7. Valieiev won in
(Continued on page 19)
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“Icons on Ammo Boxes” exhibit opens at Philadelphia cathedral
PHILADELPHIA – A most unique exhibit of religious iconography, titled “Icons on Ammo Boxes,”
will be on display at the Ukrainian Catholic
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, 830
North Franklin St., during the week of June 2-9.
The weeklong exhibit, which opens Sunday,
June 2, at 3:45 pm, is one of the many events inaugurating the episcopal ministry of the new metropolitan-archbishop of Philadelphia, Borys
Gudziak, who will be enthroned on Tuesday, June
4.
On Sunday, June 2 at 7:45 p.m. and Saturday,
June 8, at 12:15 p.m., Gennadiy Druzenko and iconographer Oleksandr Klymenko will present an
informative lecture, “Art of Volunteering;
Volunteering Art,” about the “Icons on Ammo
Boxes” exhibit and the “Buy an Icon – Save a Life”
initiative.
These icons are written on ammo boxes
brought from the combat zone in eastern Ukraine
where a war between Ukraine and Russianbacked militants has been going for five years.
The main idea of the “Icons on Ammo Boxes”
project is the transformation of death (symbolized by ammo boxes) into life (traditionally sym-

Joint statement...
(Continued from page 7)
If the president crosses these red lines, it
will indicate that he does not seek real
democratic change and does not wish to
establish a more honest and responsible
government, even though he promised to
do so during the election period.
Signatures:
Ukraine Crisis Media Center; Danylo
Lubkivskyi, deputy minister of foreign

Turning...
(Continued from page 6)
and to release him immediately. His continued detention is unjustified and creates a
strong chilling effect for those in Crimea
who have the right to express their views
and opinions freely. His voice should not be
silenced, no matter how critical.”
In Kyiv on Independence Square,
President Petro Poroshenko addressed the
crowds on June 3 prior to his official trip to
Spain. Via Facebook, Mr. Poroshenko
denounced the Kremlin’s “lawlessness and
totalitarian methods.” Protests were held in
15 other cities, including Kharkiv, Odesa,
Lviv, Rivne, Ivano-Frankivsk, Khmelnytsky,
Lutsk, Berdyansk, Kremenchuk, Sumy,
Poltava, Zhytomyr, Kherson, Ostroh,
Mykolayiv, Chernihiv and elsewhere in the
country.
In Chicago, some 150 protesters rallied
in front of the Chicago Tribune tower on
Michigan Avenue on June 3. Marta Farion,
speaking on behalf of the Illinois Division of
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America, addressed the crowd; “We are
here to stand for Sentsov and all the political prisoners held by Putin… and we
demand his release along with his colleagues… We see how history is repeating
itself as the world looks on. We must stand
in the way to this abuse.”
Statements of support for Mr. Sentsov
were delivered by UCCA President Andriy
Futey and Executive Vice-President Michael
Sawkiw, director of the Ukrainian National
Information Service.
In New York, several dozen demonstrators gathered at Astor Place near the
“Alamo” sculpture, known as “The Cube” on
June 2. Protesters chanted the slogan “Save
Oleh Sentsov” and highlighted the cases of
more than 70 other Ukrainian political

Iconographer Oleksandr Klymenko’s depiction of St. George (44.5 by
51 cm, ammunition box fragment, tempera; the board was brought
from Avdiyivka).

affairs of Ukraine (2014); Institute of Mass
Information; Center for Civic InitiativesCEHRIN; Center for Economic
Strategy; NGO Detector Media; NGO
Internews-Ukraine; NGO Ukrainian
Prism; Center for Global Studies Strategy
XXI; Foreign Policy Council Ukrainian
Prism i8; Euromaidan Press; Texty.org.
ua; Steering Committee of the Ukrainian
National Platform for the Eastern
Partnership Civil Society Forum; StopFake;
and 58 other organizations and individuals
representing civil society in Ukraine.
prisoners held by Russia. The event was
organized by Razom for Ukraine.
In Canada, the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress staged at least eight rallies in
Victoria and Vancouver, British Columbia;
Edmonton and Calgary in Alberta;
Winnipeg, Manitoba; Halifax, Nova Scotia;
To r o n t o ; a n d M o n t r e a l . I h o r
Michalchyshyn, chief executive officer for
the UCC, was pleased to see the rallies and
public actions that were organized on short
notice and took place from coast to coast.
In Russia, protests were held in Moscow
and St. Petersburg, and while no arrests
were made in Moscow, at least two were
arrested in St. Petersburg.
In Australia, protests were held in
Sydney and Melbourne, where the largest
Ukrainian communities are based. The
Princess Olha branch of the Ukrainian
Women’s Association in Sydney collected
signatures in support of Mr. Sentsov, and
they noted the overwhelming support from
the crowd.
Tweets were found about rallies in
Warsaw and Krakow, Poland; Milan, Italy;
Tel-Aviv, Israel; Bonn, Germany; Geneva,
Switzerland; Marseille and Paris, France;
Vienna, Austria; and Athens, Greece.
Facebook posts showed events held in
Toulouse, Lyon and Strasbourg, France;
Vilnius and Kaunas, Lithuania; Hamburg,
Stuttgart, Munich and Leipzig, Germany;
Naples, Italy; Tallinn, Estonia; Gdansk,
Poland; Stockholm, Sweden; Lisbon,
Portugal; Prague, the Czech Republic; as
well as Washington, D.C., and Ottawa,
Ontario.
Source: “Global rallies for release of
Sentsov held ahead of World Cup in Russia,”
by Mark Raczkiewycz (with contributions by
Marta Farion in Chicago, Ihor Michalchyshyn
in Ottawa and Roma Hadzewycz in
Parsippany, N.J.), The Ukrainian Weekly, June
10, 2018.

bolized by icons in Ukrainian culture). This victory
of life over death happens not only on the figurative and symbolic level but also in reality through
these icons on ammo-boxes.
The project of Kyivan artists Sofia Atlantova
and Oleksandr Klymenko, “Buy an Icon – Save a
Life” supports the Pirogov First Volunteer Mobile
Hospital (PFVMH), a non-governmental program
that employs civilian medics to provide medical
aid to both soldiers and civilians in the Joint
Forces Operation (formerly known as the AntiTerrorist Operation) zone in eastern Ukraine.
The icons will be available for purchase.
The icons have been exhibited worldwide in
The Hague, Antwerp, Berlin, Frankfurt, Munich,
Hanover, Leipzig, Bonn, Cologne, Warsaw, Vienna,
Lublin, Prague, Rome, Milan, and Catania on Sicily,
Los Angeles, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto as
well as the Ukrainian cities of Kyiv, Lviv, Lutsk,
Mariupol, Dnipro, Kamianske and Pokrovsk.
During the week of June 2-June 9, visitors can
view the “Icons on Ammo Boxes” exhibit from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Additional information is available at: http://
www.medbat.org.ua/en/buy-icon-save-a-life/.

June conference in D.C. to provide
annual report card for Ukraine
UCCA
N E W YO R K – T h e C e n te r fo r
U.S.-Ukrainian Relations, the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, and the
American Foreign Policy Council will convene the seventh annual “U.S.-UA Working
Group Summit: Providing Ukraine with an
Annual Report Card” at the University Club
in Washington.
The full-day conference on Thursday, June
13th, will assess Ukraine’s progress on various fronts, levying a final grade based on the

contributions of over two dozen speakers.
The forum is free of cost, but seating is
limited. Due to the time constraints
involved with organizing such an affair, the
co-sponsoring organizations ask those who
wish to attend to RSVP no later than
Monday, June 10.
For more information, or to register for
this conference, readers may either contact
UCCA’s National Office by phone at 212-2286840, or e-mail the conference coordinator
at drijmail@yahoo.com or the program
coordinator at waz2102@columbia.edu.

UCCA seeks volunteers to serve as observers
for snap parliamentary elections in Ukraine
UCCA

NEW YORK – Following the announcement in his inaugural speech that he was
dissolving Parliament, Ukraine’s President
Volodymyr Zelensky signed a presidential
decree on May 21, dissolving the VIII
Convocation of the Verkhovna Rada and
calling for snap parliamentary elections.
The decree was published on May 23, in
the Uriadoviy Kurier (Government Courier)
newspaper, which under Ukrainian law
means the decree has entered into force.
Accordingly, Ukraine’s electorate will head
to the polls on July 21.
President Zelensky also proposed
changes to Ukraine’s electoral law, calling
for electing the next Rada entirely on party
lists and a reduction in the voting threshold. However, members of Parliament
rejected these proposed changes by a vote
of 226-92. Hence, the July 21 parliamentary
elections will be held under the current
election law – a mix of first-past-the-post,
single-member constituencies and party
lists with a 5 percent election threshold for
parties to enter Parliament.
In response to this development, the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
(UCCA), the largest representation of
Americans of Ukrainian descent, is once
again seeking volunteers to join its official
election observation mission (EOM) to
monitor the snap parliamentary elections

in Ukraine. As one of the few non-governmental organizations and the only
Ukrainian American community organization registered with Ukraine’s Central
Election Commission (CEC), the UCCA has
organized and sent EOMs to Ukraine for
every election since 1991.
The UCCA’s EOM will coordinate official
CEC accreditation, organize in-country
travel and lodging, and conduct a training
briefing for its observers on how best to
serve as international election monitors.
The goal of the UCCA’s EOM is to support
an open and transparent electoral process
during the run-off elections, specifically to
monitor adherence to the law, prevent violations and provocations at polling stations
during the voting, and provide an assessment of the electoral process. The UCCA
does not support any one candidate or
political party; it supports Ukraine’s commitment to OSCE standards for free and
fair elections that accurately reflect the will
of the electorate.
The UCCA’s mission comprises volunteers, with registered international election
observers responsible for all costs related
to their participation in the EOM, including,
but not limited to, travel and lodging.
For further information about the
UCCA’s international election observer program, or to submit an application, readers
may e-mail UCCA’s EOM coordinator,
Tamara Olexy, at tolexy@ucca.org.
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Through June 9
Philadelphia

Art exhibit and sale, “Icons on Ammo Boxes” and “Buy
an Icon, Save a Life,” Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception,
www.medbat.org.ua/en/buy-icon-save-a-life/

June 3-6
Philadelphia

International Convention, “BIO 2019,” featuring Ukraine
exhibitions, Biotechnology Innovation Organization,
Pennsylvania Convention Center, convention@bio.org

June 4
Philadelphia

Installation and enthronement of Metropolitan
Archbishop Borys Gudziak, Archeparchy of
Philadelphia, Immaculate Conception Ukrainian
Catholic Cathedral, http://ukrarcheparchy.us

June 5
Stanford, CA

Presentation by Sarah B. Snyder, “From Selma to
Moscow: How Human Rights Activists Transformed U.S.
Foreign Policy,” Stanford University, 650- 721-6767

June 7
Chicago

Art exhibit by Michael K. Paxton, “Raw Reckoning,”
Ukrainian Institute or Modern Art,
www.uima-chicago.org or 773-227-5522

June 7
Stanford, CA

Presentation by Iryna Odrekhivska, “Why Translation
Matters? Translation and Reconfiguration of Power
Relations in Hapsburg Galicia,” Stanford University,
creeesinfo@stanford.edu or 650-725-2563

June 7 through
August 4
Chicago

Art exhibit, “Raw Reckoning” by Michael K. Paxton,
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art, 773-227-5522 or
www.uima-chicago.org

June 8
Philadelphia

Presentation by Gennadiy Druzhenko and Oleksandr
Klymenko, “Art of Volunteering; Volunteering Art,” part
of the “Icons on Ammo Boxes” art exhibit, Ukrainian
Catholic Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,
www.medbat.org.ua/en/buy-icon-save-a-life/

June 8-9
Palatine, IL

Chervona Ruta Palatine Ukrainian Festival, Ukrainian
American Youth Association, Immaculate Conception
Ukrainian Catholic Church, chervonarutafest@gmail.com

Law thesis...
(Continued from page 9)
restore historical justice and to prevent the
repetition of such crimes anywhere in the
world.
What would you say are the most significant findings in your thesis?

Of great significance in my study is the
definition of the group as an object of the
crime of genocide – namely the Ukrainian
national group (in the sense of a civic and
political nation based on the Ukrainian ethnos) – and the specific factors indicating
the intent to destroy the Ukrainian national
group as such. Among the factors is the
period during which the Holodomor took
place, the territory it covered, and the
nature and types of measures that caused it
and accompanied it.
The distinctive features of the Ukrainian
Holodomor include particularly cruel measures (confiscation of all foodstuffs, isolation of villages, closure of borders and rejection of foreign relief). According to historical data, from November 1932 to the summer of 1933, the regions experiencing famine were mainly Ukrainian inhabited
regions of the Soviet Union. The other specific genocide indicators were the scale of
the tragedy; the historical context, namely
the termination of the policy of
Ukrainization and repressions against the
intelligentsia; the presence of the evidence
of genocidal intent in the legal documents,
resolutions and directives of the Communist
Party and Soviet authorities, and statements
by party leaders of that time.
The Holodomor took place during the
attack on the Ukrainian political, cultural
and religious elites, the cessation of the policy of Ukrainization, and it covered two

specific geographic areas mainly populated
by ethnic Ukrainians (Ukraine and the
Kuban region). Deliberate actions, measures and acts that caused the Holodomor
were planned to create a situation incompatible with life for a significant portion of
the Ukrainian peasantry, to physically
destroy them. The peasants were the foundation of the Ukrainian nation (at that time
the peasants constituted 80 percent of the
population of Soviet Ukraine).
The Holodomor was committed to
destroy a large part of the Ukrainian nation
that was considered hostile to the Soviet
regime and as a nation that in the long run
could exercise its right under the Soviet
Constitution for self-determination and for
the formation of an independent state.
Hence, in my paper, the Holodomor is considered, among other things, an effective
preventive action aimed at undermining
the nation’s potential, depriving Ukrainians
of spiritual and national values, destroying
their aspirations for independence and as
the final solution to the Ukrainian question.
In my master’s thesis, I also address the
issue of recognition of this Ukrainian genocide. The ultimate goal should be a U.N. resolution declaring the Holodomor a genocide or the creation of an international
truth commission or a special international
tribunal, such as the Nuremberg Tribunal
or the International Criminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Ukraine should consistently seek recognition of the Holodomor as genocide on the
international level; legal recognition of
genocide requires strong political will and
action on both the national and the international levels. Today, raising awareness,
scholarly publications and diplomacy are
extremely important. And, it would be
desirable for the Holodomor to be mentioned not only on its anniversary.
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June 9
Los Angeles

Film screening, “Julia Blue” by Roxy Toporowych,
Ukrainian Art Center of Los Angeles, Ukrainian Cultural
Center, www.ukrainianartcentersocal.org

June 9
Halton Hills, ON

Sviato Vesny celebration, Camp Veselka, Ukrainian
Youth Association of Canada, https://cym.org/ca

June 10-15
Carnegie, PA

Icon Workshop I, “Archangel Icons,” Archangel Studios,
kapeluck@verizon.net

June 12
Washington

Ukrainian Day advocacy event, Ukrainian National
Information Service, Capitol Hill, 202-547-0018 or
unis.sawkiw@gmail.com

June 13
Washington

Conference, “Providing Ukraine with an Annual Report
Card,” Center for U.S.-Ukrainian Relations, Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, American Foreign
Policy Council, University Club, 212-228-6840 or
drijmail@yahoo.com

June 14-16
Kerhonkson, NY

Wellness Retreat, Soyuzivka Heritage Center,
www.soyuzivka.com or 845-626-5641

June 14-16
Kingston, ON

Kingston Folklore Festival, Lviv Ukraine Pavilion,
Ukrainian Canadian Club of Kingston, Regiopolis Notre
Dame High School, www.lvivukrainefolklorefestival.com
or 613-549-5060

June 14-16
Yonkers, NY

Yonkers Ukrainian Heritage Festival, St. Michael Ukrainian
Catholic Church, yonkersukrainianfestival@gmail.com or
http://yonkersukrainianfestival.org

June 15
Chicago

Ukrainian Boat Party, Moloko Productions, Anita Dee
Yacht Charters, molokocompany@gmail.com

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

SportsShorts
(Continued from page 16)
the final against Akaki Japaridze of Georgia
after defeating Lasha Mgebrishvili of
Georgia in the semifinal. Bronze medalists
were Nikita Batii (81 kg), Daniil Vegiieg (60
kg) and Yuliia Kurchenko (63 kg). In the
bronze medal matches. Kurchenko won
against Habibe Afyonlu of Turkey, Vergiiev
won against Marcel Mravec of the Czech
Republic, and Batii won against Zurab
Chagelishvili of Georgia. The tournament
attracted 771 athletes from 34 countries.
Skora and Turchyn win bronze in Antalya

Mariia Skora (57 kg) and Anastasiya
Turchyn (78 kg) won bronze medals at the
IJF World Judo Tour Grand Prix in Antalya,
Turkey, on April 5-7. In the bronze medal
matches, Turchyn won against Patricia
Sampaio of Portugal and Skora won against
Marcia Perisic of Serbia. Ukraine fielded a
team of nine men and four women, and the
tournament attracted 479 athletes from 75
countries.
Bilodid wins silver in Tbilisi

Daria Bliodid (48 kg) won silver in the
women’s division at the Judo Gran Prix in
Tbilisi, Georgia, on March 30. In the final,
Bilodid lost to Melanie Clement of France.
In the semifinal, Bilodid won against Eva

Csernoviczki of Hungary. The tournament
attracted 372 athletes from 52 countries.

GYMNASTICS

Two silver medals at Guadalajara
Yeva Meleshchuk won silver in the women’s ball event at the FIG World Challenge
Cup in Guadalajara, Mexico, on May 3-5.
Khrystyna Pohranychna won silver in the
women’s hoop event.
Bronze medal in all-around in Baku

Vlada Nikochenko won bronze in the
women’s individual all-around at the 2019
World Cup in Baku on April 26-28. Ukraine
won bronze in the five-ball team event and
bronze in the women’s four clubs and three
hoops event. Ukraine finished in fourth place
in the overall medals standings with two
gold, four silver and seven bronze medals.
Ukraine wins two golds at Grand Prix

Ukraine’s rhythmic gymnastics team
won two gold medals at the Rhythmic
Gymnastics Grand Prix in Thiais, France, on
March 30-31. In the final competition,
Ukraine won gold in the five-ball event
(25.5 points) and in the three rings and two
clubs event (24.55 points). After two
events, Ukraine’s women’s team was
awarded the silver medal based on points
(46.2 points). In individual competition,
Vlada Nykolchenko won bronze in the hoop
event (21.3 points).

Want to keep up to date on developments in Ukraine?

LIKE

The Ukrainian Weekly
on Facebook
to read the latest!
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Friday, June 7
WHIPPANY, N.J.: The Ukrainian American Cultural Center
of New Jersey will host its popular Accordion Fest and SingAlong event at the center’s Hoverlia social club starting at 8
p.m. A donation of $10 per person is suggested, benefitting
the UACCNJ Debt Reduction Campaign. Accordionists interested in participating are asked to contact
UkrAccordionFest@gmail.com. Everyone is invited – come
to sing, play or just to have a good time! For more information, please e-mail UkrAccordionFest@gmail.com or visit
the UACCNJ’s Facebook page.
Sunday, June 16
HORSHAM, Pa.: The popular Father’s Day Ukrainian Fest
will commence at 1 p.m. at Tryzubivka (Ukrainian American

Sport Center, County Line and Lower State roads). A 2 p.m.
stage show will feature Voloshky School of Ukrainian Dance,
accordionist Ivan Zhytnikov, Soloveyky Vocal Ensemble,
Swords of the Kobzars Bandurist Quartet and singer-musician Ihor Sypen. A lively outdoor dance to the tunes of Mr.
Sypen will follow. There will be plentiful Ukrainian homemade foods and baked goods, picnic fare and cool refreshments for all tastes and ages. Enjoy the U.S. Adult Soccer
Association’s Region One U.S. Open Cup and U.S. Amateur
Cup (U.S. national championship quarterfinals) games,
men’s, women’s, and men’s over 30 and under 23 throughout the afternoon. Admission and parking are free for all
venues. For information call 267-664-3857, e-mail info@
tryzub.org or check out the website www.tryzub.org or the
Facebook page of Tryzub Ukrainian American Sport Center.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS GUIDELINES
Preview of Events is a listing of Ukrainian community events
open to the public. It is a service provided at minimal cost ($20
per listing) by The Ukrainian Weekly to the Ukrainian community. Items must be no more than 100 words long. Preview
items must be received no later than one week before the
desired date of publication. Please include payment for each
time the item is to appear and indicate date(s) of issue(s) in
which the item is to be published.
Information should be sent to preview@ukrweekly.com. When
e-mailing, please do not send items as attachments – simply type
the text into the body of the e-mail message. Preview items and
payments may be mailed to: Preview of Events, The Ukrainian
Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.

